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PAD UCAH. KY., TUESDAY MORNING, FEBRUARY 5,1907
EVERY OFFICIAL MOUTH I PROMIN:NT PAIR
SEWN UP BY RED TAPE MARRIED HERE
MUST NOT UTTER A WHISPER
ABOUT THE JAPANESE
SITUATION.
EVEN DEWEY PUTS
BAN ON WAR TALI
HE DENIES HAVING SAID OUR
WARSHIPS COULD WIPE
OW JAP FLEET.
St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 4_-Tama
liajiwara. formerly of Tokio, Japan,
and well educated in his country
schools and those of America. who Is
proprietor of a photographic studio
hare says that in the event of there
being war between Japan and the
United States, Japan will find an ally
in China.
It would be just like jumpitig on
brothers. China and japan are not
friendly but let one be attacked by a•
(...staider and yes will see what jrrIll
• ppm"
Washington. Feb. 4—Word has
roar out in army And navy circles
that talk about the Japanese war
-wmatiost must stop. Admiral Dewey
yeaterday gave some excellent advice
t:i his younger brethren. Ile had
Leen quoted as having delivered some
radical senument.. When his atten-
tion was calkd to this report he caus-
id the folloaing statement to be gives)
(at.
Per
"It is not a time when naval offi-
era should be talking about the pros-
pects et war with Japan. Our whole
nztien wants peace, and the navy
wan es It just as much as the rest of 
_inust have an excuse to v.in over
the sentiment of the people of
the country." Europe."
Vi'ith *rite significaut words Ad- ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
?rare' lksrey thi• evening disegised
a rumor, which had been '.cry perste. their conference at the white house.
ti-nt in newspaper circle. dining the This conference is expected to or-
day. linking Fl, name with some start. cur next Saturday. They will he
line predictioni 1 what would haw asked to reverse their attitude '"' NN Daughters of Confederacy
1,n should J.ipaii declare war It the Feh')01 subject 1 he Daughters of the Confederacy
IA all reported that the Admiral had tacit this afternoon with Mrs. Bettie
,aal that if wur were declared the '
.k.nerscan ships could reach the Phil- • in War on laps. meets.
+pines and the .vapatiese coast in sia St. Petersburg, Feb. .1—That an-
- Licks, and could dispose of the en-
tire Japanese navy in two weeks
more: also that if ducting the interval
the Japanese hail taken tile Philip-
pans and Hawaii. they would be im-
mediately retaken by our ships upon
their arrival.
Story Called Aboard.
Small theught is necessary to con-
mince anytime that it would be a physi-
cal impossibility fi'r our principal
fighting ships, which are now in
southern waters on the Atlantic coast
to roach the Philippines in six weeks,
ven if they were able upon their ar-
rival to perf‘rm in two weeks the des.
atreetive work which it was said the
admiral had predicted.
.The absurdity of his making su,-11
a predictios appealed ILO strongly to
Admiral Dcacy wheal the matter was
breusght to his atientios that he im-
.111rdiattly ..darected his secretary to
ler to the levee bureau and say, un-
i,ualitiedly. that he had given no one
aim interview,copeernSag the Japanese
situation. And that the atatements at-
tributed tw. him s weep. absolut ely "ii-
trite.
The nilminietcation. although ili-
recely, restsanatbk ior the war talk
of thealast kv deesk*since it i.s . all
hated on what the president recently
said to the Chltfdrnia delegation, has
grown anxious over the possibly fur-1
tiler irritation of the Japanese by
IfeiatkeeaGeteesiceia (If •bow .tbe united
States Will defeat Japan in this and
that way. Having started the fire.
the administration now desires to
quench, its and .4 s#ric,t policy of re-
ticence has been imposed upon the
eraVernment dhpaatments and their
officers. both great and small.
laps are Disappointing.
There Was much disappointment
here at this marninie press. dispat-
ees from Japan declaring the for-
eign office, !through Baron Hayashi
regarded the suggestion of- exclasion
of Japaneee by treaty as impossible of
accompkishment. The , administration
has been assuring senators and rep-
reaelitatives that if California con-
:440 Japan'p right to send her chit-. ter AThercan schools, the milk
ficnt could negotiate a treaty in which
Japan- would hind herself to keep
home her coolie; and the United
States tented agree so keep home her
1..bor. The Tokio 'government's re-
fn-sal to accept this seriously indicates
tFie adniinistratig. merle an eiror in
6:awing a dip tic conclusion.
No developments are expected until
the San Franellao anthorities have
*************************•11
WHAT HOBSON SAID Itia
New York, Feb. 4.—So many
versions of Capt. Richmond
Pearson Hobsons remarks or
statements regarding the ulti-
matum have been published that
the public wants to know just
what he said. Here it is: 
• t
"Japan is seeking a eretext to4
begin war with the United- States
I personally saw an ultimatum
sent by the Japanese govern-
ment to Washington, in which
this country is directed to take
hack into the public schools the
children barred by California, 'or
take the consequences.'
This ultimatum, he said. had
been delivered by Japan's am-
bassador to Secretary Root.
"President Roosevelt is trying
to avert the threatened rupture,'
knows we are Iselpless, and that
said Capt. Hobson, "because he
Japan can take the Philippine
islands and Hawaii tomorrow it
she decides to do so.
"Japan now has an army of
soldiers in the Hawaiian islands
They made the invasion quietly
es coolies. and now we know
that they are soldiers organized
into companies, regiments and
brigades.
'Wh realize now when it is
too late that we are 'helpless are'
must 'back water.' Our ships in
the Pacific could not cope anti
the Japanese navy. and if we
attempted to strengtheu our
fleet in the faIeast Japan eisould
strike instantly.
"Japan has the backing of the
British government, but before
she can get the finances she
•
•
•
MISS LAURA FREER OF FT.
WAYNE AND GEO. ROCK-
ENFIELD OF MEMPHIS
CARD PARTY TOMORROW
FOR MRS. WM. SANDERS
DAUGHTERS OF CONFEDER-
ACY MEET WITH MRS.
BETTY BUCKNER.
Missionary Tea Friday Afternoon at
Grace Church Parish House
By Ladies.
Miss Laura A. Freer of Fort %Vay-
ne, Ind., and Mr. George W. Rock-
enficld of Memphis, Tenn., were
united in marriage yesterday after-
noon at the residence of Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Palmer of taati Jefferson
Street. the ceremony being performed
:n presence of only a few friends by
Rev. W. E. Cave of the First Presby-
terian church. A sumptuous feast
aas enjoyed after the marriage, and
the happy pair departed last evening
ior Memphis to live. The handsome
'made is a beautiful woman of a promi-
ment Indiana family. and has been the
guest of the Palmer household for
the past week. By arrangement- the
ercsorti came here for the nuptials.
He is a leading man of Memphis, be-
connected with a large lumber
firm of the Bluff City.
Party for Visitor.
Mrs. Hughes McKnight and sister,
pi.. Sarah Semites of West Jefferson
street, will entertain at cards tomort
row afternoon complimentary to Mrs.
%Valiant D Sanders of Columbus,
Mee. who is visiting here.
ROWS Would Join U. S.
otlor war between Japan and Russia
is certain to fought is the settled
opinion of the majority of Russian
naval and military men, and the rec-
ent activity in the building (if neu
warships in British yards, as well a.
the pushing of work on the Siberian
P.:II...ay in the Amur province, are
the outaard evidence of the extensive
preparation for this supposedly inevi-
table contingency.
The popular belief that aW,her
clash with Japan must occur IA re-
vived among Russians the old-time
friendly feeling for the United States
since the appetrance of the Japanese-
United States discussion over the Cal-
ifornia school question, with what
Rusaians believe a Likelihood that the
United States ail? be forced to fight
Japan.
it is learned faint a high iliplo-
nietic authority that immediately fol-
lowing the California affair Japan
proposed to Russia the mutual CV3CUla-
tiGn of Manchuria, Japan consenting
to yield on the debatable treaty gams-
Gine. Russia, I said the informant.
who took part in the Portsmouth con-
ference agreed to the proposition.
"Unlese America makes immediate
.preparations, war is likely to becorrie
imminent," continued the informant.
"ace-mire Russian-Japanese Affairs
have been definitely settled, while in
Japan the situation is one uf feverish I
preparations.
"Of course Japan would only win
the first round, because no Asiatic or
turopean states could long keep pace
with Unite.d States wealth and pro-
gress; but congidering the antount of
Wed and treasure. tnvolved in a
war President Roosevelt is right in
trying to avoid a conflict while hury-
eying preparations and not magnify-
ing the Jamaica incident which might
give Japan's ally a pretext for coming
out openly against the United States."
WAIT TILL. SPRING.
Nothing Done Until Then With the
Lang Park Work.
Work of raising tang park to
mound-shape will not be resumed by
'ffft public -park commissioners until
spring opens, as the present, weather
prevent:: further operationsatiOn 'the
West Clay street improvernet
n 
here-
fore athing can be done at t c park,
became the dirt used for raising the,
park ground comet from the excavat-
edeart of Clay street. The snow and
rain compelled Cegartactor Ilusbands
to let the Clay street work go her the
Present. _ s' _a. A /AO
Buckner of Eighth and Jefferson
Delphic Club.
'I he Delphic Club meets this morn-
ins( at the library on Ninth and
broadway.
Entre Nous Club.
Miss Lillie Mae Winstead of Sev-
enth and Washington entertained the
Entre Nous club this afternoon.
Perform the Ceremony.
Rev. William I-I Bouquin of the
(Armen Evangelical church last even-
ing went to Chicago for the purpose
of performing the marriage ceremony
fer Miss Freda Schiller and Rev. J.
D. Schuber, friends of the Paducah
divine who attended college with the
other minister.
Rev. Boarquin and wife will he,
gone about ten days.
Five Hundred Club.
The five Hundred Club will hold
ne more meetings until after Easter.1
Married at Benton.
Mien Cora Johnson of Benton and
Mr. W. C. McGregor of this city
were united in marriage Sunday at 6,
o'clock at the home of the bride in.
that neighboring city and immediately
after the nuptials the couple came
here to make their home at 404 South
Fourth street.
The bride is a beautiful and popu-
lar girl of Benton, while Mr. Mc-
Gregor is the efficient bookkeeper for
the Natiheim wholesale grocery es-
tabiishment of North Second street.
Missionary Tea.
Mrs. Alexander 'Kirkland will be
hostess for the monthly Missionary
Tea to be given Friday afternoon at
Grace church parish house, at which
time the following programme will
be rendered:
Sketch of "Chinese Gordon"—Miss
Bertic Nash.
Sketch of "Bishop Ingle"—Miss
Minnie Ratcliffe.
Sketch of "Bishop Roota"--a-Miss
Nellie Kirkland.
Sketch of "Progress of the King-
dom"-esitfes. George Thompson.
' To Paris to Marry.
Miss Mary Rosa Dowdy of his
county and Mr. George Bechtold of
the city Sunday went to Paris, Tenn.,
where they were married by Judge W.
1'. Snow at the Caldwell House.
That evening they returned here and
are now residing on Jarrett street in
Mechanicsburg.
The bride is the pretty daughter
N.:‘•
PETERS FINED
$50 AND COSTS
SOLD. LIQUOR WITI107_TT LI-
CENSE AT ELEVENTH AND
BROADWAY.
"BOTCH" SELBY COULDN'T
LEAVE DEAR PADUCAH
WAS GIVEN FINE SUFFICIENT
TO HOLD HIM IN JAIL
FOR FORTY DAYS,
Charles Brown is Held to Grand Jury
on Charge of Stealing Whip
From Tully—Police Court.
Theodore Peters was fined $50 and*
costs in police court yesterday morn-
ing on the charge of selling liquor
without a license at his establishment
in zap Broadway. He 'has been run-
Rag a restaurant and soft drink store
at that place, but the first of this
month he put in his application to the
council to grant him a license to open
a saloon. Without waiting for the
license to be passed on, Peters began
seeing whiskey, one bottle being
being bought Sunday before last by
Mr. Ferguson, of South Third street.
Peters was warranted and is now
heavily ruled.
"Butch" Selby failed to do as in-
structed by Judge Cross, i. e.. keep
out of thc city, and was fined $30 and
costs in the court yesterday, which
means he will spend about forty days
in jail. "Butch" is the king of hoboes
and a nuisance to the community.
Last week the court directed him to
either leave the city or go to jail. Ile
promised to leave and went out to the
poor farm, just outside of town, and
has bccu there helping work around
the place for the past few days. Sun-
day he came to town. and getting
drink, was found out about Twelfth
and Madison streets by. the officer
n8 took hieis before the judge. where
.1Ife Sentence was imposed.
Until today was pooponed the dis-
orderty conduct charge againo Will
1Vilhersnn.
A fine of $5 and costs was assessed
against Matins Payne and Tom Cot-
ton for engaging in a breach of the
peace.
,
Charles Brown was Held to the
grand jury on the charge of petty-lar-
ceny, he being accused of stealing a
bridle from the Tully livery stable at
Fourth and Kentucklavenue. In ad-
dition to this he was fined Sao and
costs for being drunk and disorderly.
A fine of Ss and costs is-as assessed
against E. Kelly for being drunk and
disorderly.
The disorderly conduct charge con
William Smith $5 and the trimmings.
C. W. McIntyre was fined $to and
costs for being cruel to his horse.
which had legs with the tendons
drawn so the animal had to walk upon
the tip of its hoof like a human being
walking on his toes. Jim Pierson
and Jolla Humphrey were both fined
$: and costs for being drunk
Swielmian Joseph Colley was held
over to the grand jury on the charge
of stealing some quarts of whiskey
from a box car in the Illinois Central
railroad yards. Ile was employed as
switchman in the yards and four
everts of. liquor were found in hie
private box.
Mr. J. M. Conch and his charming
bride are spending their honeymoon
here with Mr. Couch's aunt. Mrs.
Airy 'A. James of North Eighth
steeet. Mr. Couch is telegraph opera-
tor for the I. C. at Beaver Dant, Ky.
Mr. Miller Bradshaw has returned
from Cincinnati.
of Mr. J. W. Dowdy, of several miles
from this city on the Mayfield road,
while MT. erchtold is fireman for the
Mergentaler-Horton basket factory- in
ech an icsborg.
e.
Afternoon Wedding.
Mies Hattie May Roberts and Mr.
Virgil Hart were married yesterday
afternoon at 3 o'clock at 314 Harri-
son street, by Rev. J. S. Cites of the
Rfeecue Mission on South Third St.
T groom is as and the bride te.
7 °clock last night the Rev.
Clil s ranted to wedlock Miss Nellie
May Yeltenut and Mr. Butler Fon-
(key tit 923 North Sixth street
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JUDGE FINED
TARDY LAWYERS
ATTORNEYS MUST BE THERE
ON THE SPOT WHEN HE
CALLS DOCKET,
JOHN HARRINGTON 80T
JUDGMENT AGAINST OWENS
NO OPPOSITION BY JOHN ROB-
ERTS TO BANKRUPTCY
CASE.
Rehkopf Lodged His Schedule Which
Will H.are to be
Amended
Judge W. M. Reed yesterday be-
gan calling his equity deket in the
cincuit court and will be engaged at
this for the next few days, when he
then takes up for trial those actions
ready: for adjudication. He calls ev-
ery suit on that eide of the docket
and those that are ready for submis-
sion while the balance are stricken,
continued, or other orders made.
The judge must have every lawyer
al the city at the court room while
he calls the docket so the attorneys
can tell him what actions are in shape
for a hearing, and which ones are to
go over, etc. The judge notified all
the attorneys to be present at 9
o'clock yesterday morning, but Judits
F.; W. Ragby and Attorneys Mike
Oliver and Frank Lucas were not on
hand promptly. and Judge Reed fined
each one $5. The dilatory manner of
these lawyers resulted in much in-
convenience to the court, as the latter
could not know what to do when be
reached a case in which the mentioned
practitioners were interested.
The judge made about 150 orders,
yesterday, and will do about as much
work for several days to come before
he begins hearing the different suits.
One suit lie struck from the docket
yesterday was that of Mark Marten
against the City of Paducah. Wot-
an protested against paying his city
taxes and sought to enjoin the city ,
f:asni collecting there. but the action
WP9 taken to the appellate bench.
from whence an order came compell-
ing Worten to pay. The litigation is
r.ow stricken from the docket.
• New Lawyers.
A. Y. Clay and J. S. Clay of Hen-
deeson were admitted to practice law
at the Paducah bar.
Plaintiff Got Judgment.
The jury at Metropolis ha' given
judgement for $150 in favor of John
Herring-ton against Robert and James
Owen, owners of the ferryboat Bettie
Owen that plies out of this city to
Brookport. One day last July Ker-
rington was out in the middle of
the river down below this city when
the Bettie Owen struck his skifi and
erushhd it like an egg shell and trrcw
Iierrington in the water, from whence
he was pulled by the ferryboat's crew.
He sued for $2,000, the action being-
brought at Metropolis because he re-
sided over in Illinois opposite here.
John Roberts' Case. -
There came tip yesterday before
Judge Walter Evans in the United
States court at Louisville the petition
oircreditors of John R. Roberts who
arc trying to force the latter into
bankruptcy- Mr. Roberts is the
Broadway dry goods and notion mer-
chant who made an assignment two
weeks ago, and had no opposition be-
fore the Louieville judge yesterday,
therefore the court will pass the pro-
ceeding to Referee Bagby of *e Pa -
deceit branch of the bankruptcy court
for Roberts' business to be wound
up. When Mr. Roberts failed he
made Captain Ed Fancy the assignee
and the latter filed the schedule of
assets in the county court, but lie is
doing .nothing further on account of
pendency of the bankruptcy' proceed-
ings which aupersede% the state court
assignment. ,.
Other Proceedings,
Judge Evans Thursday takes up
the petition where creditors are try-
ing to force into bankruptcy W. D.
Melton, the Bandana merchant, while
Saturday he takes up the similar case
in which creditors want to compel to
go into bankruptcy J. K, and
son of Hampton, and Jessie D. Foley .sahedule 'to this extent, designating
ef Livingston county. the exemptions desired, and to arhich
he ie legally entitled. It will take
oniy a day or so to efect the awn&
with ,meat.
FRAUD CHARGE
IS WITHDRAWN
DURRETir PILED AMENDED
PETITION YESTERDAY
IN' COURT,
CLAIM MORTGARE
IS NOW PAID OFF
N. S. THOMAS' LIEN GIVEN
PRIORITY DI j, H. UP-
SHAW CASE.
Justice Emery Continued Until To.
morrow Warrant Charging Hal
Billingsley With Assault-
ing Marvin Polk.
Yesterday the plaintiii I:led an
emended. petition in the quarterly
court in the suit 6 fJ. M. and L. E.
Deluca against C. A. Torrence. The
latter is the Eighth and Harrison
street grocer, and the %rams got
peigmentaagainst bins for $igo claimed
dm- for meat the Durretts sold Tor-
rence. %Vhon the sheriff went to col-
lect the judgment they found Tor-
retrZe had mortgaged hie grocery
stock to W. A. Berry, the lawyer, and
J. T. Reddick, the physician. The
Durrett, then filed another suit to
enforce collection of. Or $so judg-
ment and claimed that the mortgage
was a fraud. For tear this may be
misconstrued ruto meaning that the
Messrs. Berry and Reddick were re-
flected on, the Durrett% yesterday
amended their petition, setting forth
that Messrs. Iteddick and Berry got
the Mortgage in an honorable and
stuctly legitimate manner, but that
it has been paid off and that Tor-
rence is claiming it ham not, and
thereby conceals the stock subject to
eat cutioii.
Priority of List,.
The judge in the quarisrty cau.t
yesterday decided that the lien of N.
S. Thomas agaiewsje,H. Upshaw was
hiven ptiorliY•didff iffiat of W. T.
Cooper. and adjudged accordi ngty ,
It seems that Thomas leased
ground to Upshaw to raise a crop
and furridhed him with groceries,
Upshaw threw up his tontract and
bought $rah worth of goods from
Cooper of Ragland. Cooper attached
the crop and claimed his money,
while Thomas contended that his lien
of $75 cat -first, and the judge de-
c.aled io that effect.
Alleged Assault.
'coke Emery yesterday in thea.
magisterial court continued until to-
morrow the warrant Charging Hal
Itiqingsley with assaulting Marvin
Polk in the Allen & Harvick saloon
on Sou eli Third street. Polk is the
son of Mts. Mei 1'. Polk, the well
known farmer, and contends tffh t Ril-
l"mgsh'm- heili him Nit the grogshop.
Property transferred.
Property lying on the south side
of Husbands neat Seventh street has
been sold by Lonella Mattison to
Nannic L. Boulapd for $8.25 and the
deed filed for record with the county
clerk yesterday.
Silas itl...banelkehrtipeferred to
E. Jonee for Sr and other cam-
sidcration pa :perry Thirteenth
street.•
Licensed to Marry.
The clerk has issued the fallowing
marriage lies: George W. Rock -
enfield and Laura Freer; W. C. Mc-
Gregor and Cora Johnson; Jesse
Walker and Mae Wagner; John
Poet and Mae grief.
aimseloOroand.
.% document wae filed with the
county clerk yesterday showing James
K. P. McCarthy had leased Meyers
street ground for $15 per month for
the next ten years to the Mergan-
thaler-Horton Basket factory.
•Mr. Mitchell Mayer of Norwood,
Cat., has returned home after visiting
his sister Mae. A. Bandsman
Rehkopf's Schedule.
E. Relikopf ‘yesterday filed
, Referee Ragby the schedule showing
the former's liabilities and assets in
the indisideal bankruptcy case. Mr
Rehkopf claimed hie exemptions. bat.
us he overlooked itemizing them the
referee directed that he amend the
s 4116.0•41a
•••
s est,
Ikarallr
t..
•
t
NO BC AT
cSTOWN
THE TELE
THERE
I HINTS THAT
RE NO ''JOY-
_ 1-•:12."
'Plenty' to 'othing to Drink
But Co ee :ea and Milk."
'According o 11e very last para-
graph is this dispatch, which, like a
waran's feet •-: contains the most
startling new : re will be no "joy-
water" a tie estown fair:
Newport Vs.. Feb. 4.—Bus-
mess max from Vankeeland all say
that the buorn- -nen of the south
are "slow--(!ead slow," and there is
sonic founds 'or that saying.
South of 'fason and Dixon's line,
"wait a. mantle- is' a ccminisiSti expres-
sion, even a—on- business men when
their csisto-ret - 're anxious oho spend
their :nosey The willingness to de-
lay is similar .o ''at which is mani-
fested soush of she Rio Grande and
south a' the Pyrenees in the Spanish
proverbial "Munana."
For taiamole• Three years have
elapsed since it was first proposed to
have a national celebration of the
three. besodredth anniversary of the
settlement of this country at James-
town. two years have elapsed since
the first work began for the develop-
ment of that idea. The congressional
approortations are available. The
plans for the Jamestown exposition
have been carried into effect, so that
the exposition proper is almost ready
for the grand opening in April.
It has just oecurred to the minds
of butchers, bakers and others that
many extra thousands of people must
be fed, as well as housed. The Reds
of Frauce and Great Britain alone
will require 45.00b loaves of bread
every day. This fact has at last
aroused some men to calculation, and
they conclude that the navies assem-
bled Isere will alone require upwards
of too,000 loaves of bread tiaily and
many tens of meat and vegetables.
There are no bakeries in Newport
News nor in any contiguous city that
can produce sneh commissary stores.
so the managers of affairs are send-
ing post baste to Baltimore. Phila-
delphia and New York for supplies.
In addition to these requirements
they arc beginning to figure on as
average of 50.000 visitors daily, and
they must be fed and housed.
Food will be provided all right.
They have been stupidly and almost
unpardonably slots about seeing the
emergency, but they are meeting it
with commendable zeal.
There will be plenty here to eat,
endolothing to drink but water, milk,
tea and coffee. A word to the wise
"is eiirth two in the bush."
Seneca on the Ways of Com,.
'Why does God afflict the best of
men with ill health or sorrow or other
troubles? Beeause in the army the
miyt hazardous services are assigned
to th • bras est soldiers. A general
*sends his choicest troops to attack
the enemy in a midnight ambuscade,
to reconnoiter his line of march or to
drive the hostile garrisons from their
strong places. No one of these men
Pays is he begins his march. "The
general has dealt hardly with me."
Inn "Ile has judged well of me.- Let
Those eho are bidden to suffer what
makes the weak and cowardly weep
say likewise. "God has thought us
worthy subjects on whom to try l:ow
much tsufferieg illumun nature can
end tire.'
George Me rnd the Turkey.
(;c0 -gc Ade, on his last European
trip, stat.nt a good deal of his time in
the Amerika's smoking room. but, as
'his wont is, was quiet.
The humorist of the smoking room
clustered about Mr. Ade right after
night. They told him all their latest
tortes. They did their best to shine
before the young man.
One evening, toward the end of the
voyage. they begged Mr. Ade es) tell
a' story in his turn.
"We have done our best to amuse
yon," said a western millionaire. "We
have given you many a yarn that will
'come in useful when you get to work
on your next hook. Now it's your
turn. Fire away."
Mr. Ade pondered a moment. Then
he sa:1: ,
"I can't tell you a story, gentlemen.
hut ask you 'a conundrum. What
is the difference between me and a
turkey
Everybody gave the connndrum up.
'The difference between me and a
turkey.' said Mr. Ade slowly. "is-that
the turkey is not stuffed with chest-
inns mitil after it is dead."
Well Up in Geography.
*Where was Christ born S" asked
the teacher of Willie. Willie pondered
awhile and finally announced:
"Maunch Chunk!"
"Manuel, Chunk!" exclaimed the
teacher. "Yon ought to know better
than 'that. Why. little Georgie knows
where Christ was bore. Where vas
Christ horn. Georgie?"
And the shrill treble
year-old. aimswered
"Bethlehem!"
"That's right," saki th
"Well." said Willie.
tutor it was somewhere
high •railway!"
of the foto.-
e teacher.
pouting. "I
on the Le-
ENGINtEls
BELIEVES
THAT METEOR CAUSED THE
WRECK AT SANDFORD TWO
WEEKS AGO.
Denied That He Set the Emergency
Brakes Prior to Explosion—
Gives Reason for Their Sud-
den Application.
Mattoon, Ill., Feb. 4—Can it be
possible that the car of powder which
explocles! at Sandford two weeks ago
was struck by a falling meteor and
the evdeuce as to the real cause of
the sxplosion lies buried in the
ground, underneath where the fatal
car of powder stood?
This is the story told by Robert F..
Brown, of Edgar county, and is be-
lieved by EnginFer %Vela, of this
city, who was running the ill-fated
train and is still contined to his home
suffering with the injuries sustained.
In speaking of this theory to a
reporter, Engineer Welch said: "As
I have been confined here in the
house I 'have studied over all the
theories advanced, and that one is the
most plausible to me.
No Chance for Sparks.
"The idea of ignition from, the fire
box of my engine is impossible. I
looked at the fire box before leaving
Terre Haute and, there was no fire in
it, and sparks flying from it would be
drawn inward under the train.
"When we entered Sandford it was
raining somewhat and it may have
been thundering and lightning, but
owing to the noise on the engine we
would not have heard the thunder and
I don't remember of seeing any
flashes of lightning. Another thing
against the spark theory is the fact
that the lire would have to pass
through two thicknesses of wood and
would have to come in contact with
loose poeller "
Explosion Set the Brakes.
In 'peaking of the setting of the
emergency brakes. Mr. Welch said:
"I note that several people think that
I set the brakes before the explosion
occurred, believeing that I saw some-
thing ahead. I never touched the
emergency brakes at all. The force
of the expliisi  caught the tank first
bloisinis it into an jokning field,
snapped he air con coon throughout
the rest oir-flietIain, which set the
brakes before the rest of the train re-
ceived the shock of the terrible ex-
plosion.-
Engineer Welch is wanted to ap-
pear before the Indiana state commis-
sion at Terre Haute, as soon as lie
can get out, and explain to them the
sudden application of brakes. The
coroner of Edgar county, who is also
conducting an investigation. has ex-
amined 211 the witnesses. except Mr.
'Welch. and he is waiting to have the
same question answered
Sunerintendent Rose's Testimony.
The testinuois of Mr. Rose, super-
intendent of maintenance, 'before the
*Indiana commission regarding the
brake question. was as follows:
lie said that he felt the brakes ap-
plied suddenly, just before the explo-
sion. The train was checked up so
violently that he was thrown forward,
and he believed that the emergency
brakes had been set.
Irle said that he was thrown for-
ward when the brakes were put on,
and that his first thought was of dan-
ger. Ife stated that the engineer on
the train was known to he rather
reckless with the brakes, and that this
might have been the cause of the
sudden check to the train. He said.
al-so. :hat it might have been a defect
in the machinery which caused the
brakes to set.
SENTENCE SERMONS..
Habit is our heaven or our hell.
The iliicartless are spiritually home-
less.
Love of the late finds liberty in the
law.
The way to keep friends is to keep
faith.
The heaviest chains are made from
liberties abused.
The sleeping church always awakes
to shame.
Scratch a chronic critic and you find
a hypocrite. •
He cannot move hearts whose heart
cannot be moved.
A moonshiny religion does not
make a sunshiny- world.
Ire who must be goaded to do right
is going to do wrong.
A worthy life is impossible without
a worthy motive.
The worst punishment Of sin is that
one learns to love it.
You never know what is in a man
until he gets in a minority.
Eloquence has a tendency to act as
an evaporator for religion.
The bread of life is never on the
lips of the bread and butter preacher.
The best point in a sermon is that
which pierces your self-satisfaction.
The only good that really is good
for any is that which Works good for
Tribune.
At the age of ao a inat?i% either an
old bachelor or a pessimist.
The first newspaper printed in the
United States was published in Boo
ton S:ptember i7oo
CATHERiNG OF
MANY BODIES
PENSION EXAMINERS HOLD
MONTHLY SESSION TO-
MOROW.
The Commercial Club Gathers This
Evening at Its Headquarters—
Board of Public. Works.
The national board of pension ex-
aminers will meet tomorrow at the
office of the secretary, Dr. Henry
Duley, of Broadway between Fifth
and Sixth streets, and examine a num
ber of parties, some of whom want
increases to the pensions allowed
them for participating in the civil and
Spanish-American wars, while others
are just making their original appli-
cation for compensation for the ser-
vice they tendered their country. This
will bit the monthly meeting of the
body.
Commercial Club.
The Commercial club meets this
evening at its headquarters and dur-
ing the session the new president,
Col. Harry C. Rhodes, selects his
standing committees for sear.
Board of Public Works.
Under the new date of meeting she
board of public works holds a regul.ir
session this afternoon at the city halls
and there is much business to come
before them for disposition. The new
dates call for meetings of this body
on the first and third Tuesdays, in-
stead of every Wednesday as hereto-
fore.
School Board.
The sclinul board holds its monthly
session tonight at the Wgshington
building, on West Broadway.
Medical Society,
The McCracken Counts. Ifedical
ciety meets tonight with DT'. J. G.
Brooks in the Truehcart building and
during the session the host lectures
on "Gonorrhea.- while an address will
be delivered by pr. If. P: Sights on
"Tuberculo,is.”
Central Labor Body,
The Central Labor body installs its
newly elected officers next Thursday
evening.
The Tcilet of Ants.
"Ants have fine and course combs,
spongss. hair-brushes and soap. They
are remarkably. clean
The speaker was a nature student
He bent over the artificial ants' nest,
or formicary, that stood on his table
under glass.
"Watch this lady noiking her toilet"
he said. "She won't mind."
The little black an seemed to be
carefully tying and untying knots in
herself. The small black body twisted
and turned. The tough little black
limbs darted through the air.
''That is her tine-tooth comb she is
using now.- explained the student.
"It is affixed to the tibia of the fore-
leg. It has a short handle, a stiff
back and sixty-five line teeth. Noth-
ing can escape it. .
"Now she is sponging her back.
Yes, the tongue is her sponge, the
flat surface of the. tongue. The
tongue's edges are her brush. They
are equipped with hemispherical
bosses—short, stiff, blunt bristles.
See her brushing her left foreleg' with
it. Doesn't it work admirably?
'Nox she is combing the hairy
under part of her body with her
coarse comb. It is attached to the
tarsus, and has forty-five coarse teeth
—an excelleio instrument for mug':
stork.
"She is giving her legs a good soap
bath now. She draws them, you see.
through her manibles. or upper jaws.
The mandibles are .serrated, and they
secrete a fluid that is quite like soap
suds, a superb toilet lotion which
cleanses the skin and makes the hair
brilliant and supple.
"Brushes. combs, toilet lotions,
sponges and soap—nature has given
them all to the little black ant."
The Newer Education.
(Medical . Department: Opening Ex-
amination for Applicants.)
Arc you naturally cruel? If not.
can you acquire it?
Have you a proper sense of profes-
sional etiquette? That is, would you
cheerfully let a patient die, rather
than make a professional "break?"
Do you always beblieve in operat-
ing when the patient has enough
money to stand it? .
Do you take pleasure in the cutting
up of live animals for its own sake.
rather than for any result that may
follow?
Are you ready, at all times, to try
any kind of a new serum on a patient
in the spirit 4,1 the true investigator?
Do on think there i* any circum-
stance that would justify you in tell
ing a patient what was the. matter
with him—that is, if you really knew?
Again: If you make a mistake, can
you conceive of anything that would
ever compel you to acknowledge it?—
Toni Masson in Smith's Magazine.
Corncobs have become so valuable
in Oklahoma' that the people can no
longer afford to fibril them. Perhaps
they hasse been cornered by the coal.
trust.
SALOONKEEPER
SUED BY WIFE
CLAIMS HER HUSBAND WAS
MADE DRUNK AND IN-
DUCE TO GAMBLE,
Cairo Woman Wants $1,000 Damages
Against Stegg & Nichols of
That City.
Cairo, Ill., Feb. 4.—A suit of inter-
est as bearing upon the gambling evil
in this city, is brought by lion. W.
A. Spann, of Vienna, in behalf of
Irona Brey sacker, against John T.
Stegg and S. L. Nichols, for $t,000
damages. The plaintiff charges that
the defendants were keepers of a sa-
loon and gambling house and that
her husband, who was a switchman
on the Big Four railroad, was sold
and given drink in the business place
of defendants, and made drunk and
that he was permitted or induced to
gamble there with cards and dice. un- •
til lie became a habitual drunkard and
gambler, neglecting his duties As
switchman to such an extent that he
was discharged, and the plaintiff was
deprived of his support.
GEORGIA AND FLORIDA FEEL Paducah
EFFECTS OF CAR SHORTAGE
Matti', EfingeraIN Co.
!Undertakers and Embalmers.
130 B. THIRD STR EFT: ADUCAFI.
Abram L. Well •Se Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life,ILlah I.. steam Boiler-
rtm•tasmestmetelle =ER
Campbell. Block.
Office Phone ,;nu Residence Phone 72G
INSURE WITH
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
Office 306 Broadway PboasitOffice 3115-11tadismas KO6
.A". special from Tifton, Ga., says:
The january meeting of the Georgia GENE R AL
Florida Sawmill association, held at
the Mvon. Tifton, was the first meet-
ing of the association that has been
held here for a year past. This asso-
ciation is the outgrowth of the Geor-
gia Sawmill association, which was
oragnized in Tifton about seven year.
ago.
The present meeting was one of
the largest attended and most import-
ant the association has ever held.
There were over sixty members pres-
ent. President II. II. Tuft seas in the
chair.
One question discussed was whether
since the association won the 2-cent
freight rate advance case, this amount
could be collected by members of the
association who had sold through Juni
her brokers on a delivered -price at
the mill. The sawmill man being um
doubtsdly the loser in these cases: a-
the delivered price was made less tlo
e.timated freight, it is thought by the
members that they have just cause for
feCtIVery.
The labor situation was reported a-
notch improved. Nearly all the Mi]
men have all the labor that they need
a great improvement over condition
as they existed six months aen
The ear situation was bad, an!
growing woroe. No mill reported
sufficient supply of cars, and there ap-
peared no prospects of early relief
The scarcity of cars is causing a gree
loss to the mill men, and make.
almost impossihie to deliver contract
width: ails specified time. •
A Good Guessing Game.
One player goes out, am: Inc .ehers
think of a proserb. The number of
words in -the proverb must divide
evenly into the number of person'
playing. Each person takes one of,
the words until they are used up.
when. if there are more players, the
proverb is repeated. The player who
goes out should be told how many
times the proverb will be.given. She
asks each one in turn a question, and
the answer must contain the wool
given to that player. Let us suppose
the proverb is "Waste not. %s ant not."
The first question asked is:
"Are you fond of ,work
"Yes. I like patchwork the best.
as you can use up the smallest pieces,
and it does not waste anything?"
"Arc you fund of sweet things?"
"No: lam no."
"Have you been to the theater late
ly?"
"No, but I want to go very much."
"Who is your favorite poet?"
"I do not care for poetry at all."
The fifth player, if there are more,
would use the word "waste" again.
etc. H the questioner cannot guess
the proverb from the answers, she
must go out again. If she guesses it.
the one whose answer bertays it must
go out. The following are very good
proverbs to choose:
"A friend in need is a friend in-
deed."
"A stitch in time saves nine."
"All is not gold that glitters."
"Honesty is the best policy."
"It never rains but it pours."
"It is an ill wind that blows noThuly
good."
"A penny saved is a penny earned.-
"Better late than never."
"Make hay while the sun shines."
'M'any hands make light work."
tree is known by its frnit."—
Philadelphia Ledger.
Schopenhauer on Men and Dogs.
If you had a dog and wanted to
make him fond of you and fancied
_that of your hundred rare and excel-
lent characteristics the mongrel would
be sure ta perceive one and that that
would be sufficient to make him de-
voted to you body and soul—if. I say,
you fancied that, you would be a fool.
Pat him, give him something to eat.
and for the rest be what yon pIeas.
He will not in the least care, but will
be your faithful and devoted dog.
Now, believe me. it is just the' 52111C
1:;:at:!ly the ',antes
Transfer Company
'sem poratal)
CARTAGE BUSINESS' 
SUPEICOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING TWILIGHT MACHIN.
/CRT AND HOUSEHOLD GOOLS.
OTFICI SECOND AND MOP t ROTH 1/140NES
P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT
"IT IS THE LITTLE THINGS
MAKE THE BIG Tt INGS'
The Pennies, Nickels, Dims and Quarters Make the Dollars
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTER-
EST ON IT AND SEE HOW. SOON YOU WIL LHAVE A BIG
BAND ACCOUNT.
Our Home Savings Bank
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. . CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN
now TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITII
ONE DOLLAR. WE INVITE SMALL ACCOUNTS.
MECHANIC'S(a,
FARMER'S
SAVINGS BANK
310 Broadway
Big Bargains in
all paper
Now is the Cime Nto Buy
Wail paper
We have tbe largest line of up-to-date wallpaper
in the city Land ot the most striking :prices
picture g pict-ure
frames 0 gframes
for your picture frames
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• MUSIC AS A MEDICINE. 
* A delightful cold cream can be
• 
* made after the following formula.
•*-1101.0ette................... One ounce of s
permaceti, one ounce
of white wax, live ounces of oil of
Voti have often used the . expres.-
 sweet 
almonds. .two and three-fifth
sion, "the music was intoxicating. ounces of rose • water anti fifteen
but probably you regarded the pliew
se grains of powdered borax. Melt to-
merely as a metaphor. 1 
ou will, gether wax, spermaceti and Coo-
therefore. be surprised to learn that water. remove from fire and add thy
• music really possesses the power
 to role water in which the borax ha.
influence you in eery much the same been disaolved. Beat to a fluff with
way is some stimulants. From the an egg beater and when beginning to
earliest times music was looked upon thicken add a few drops of oil of To
se.
as a great curatise, aud was eniployed.
a* such by the Hebrews. Now 
the
idea has been revived.
A medical authority has 
said that
I 1.1 a Knely strung temperament 
musk
act* as a nervous stimulant, vendee-
:lig parallel effect' those of any
saber stimulant.
Scientists have shown that the
musical tone., by %name oi regular
vibration alone, quicken the respira-
tion and circulation. Tests on 
dogs
showed that music increased the dimi
nation of carbonic acid and the con-
etimption of oxygen. It was also
found that music increased the func-
tional activity of the skin.
•An, Italian physiologkt has studied
the effect of music on the brain 
of
.me of his patients. whose skull 
was
s. fra,-tured as to lay bare the br
ain
Ile observed that music actually en
large•I tl.e brain' The effect was sued
on the cerebral circulation that some-
times the vessels were restricted and
sometimes dilated Several health re.
sorts along the Mediterranean have
introduced music for therapeutic par.
s/nes. and a hospital devoted wholly
V. musical healing ha • been built in
Surrey. England.
The music cure caunot Ise appiied
carclesols.. It i• not the composition
as a whole which signifies. but those
tones which are heard in close con-
nection with the patient's dominant.
or keynote. for esery hutnan being Ii
endowLol with his own keynote. These
tones may he eliminated from the
composition. and need independently
of ito It is a phrase here and there.
based on the keynote, which alone has
therapeutic value.-Popular Magazine.
At the Theaters.
"Mary's magnetism" is a strong at-
traction.
‘t the Ilurily Hill "Splinters" will
he on the board' all this week.
"The Ticket Speculator" ii doing a
great busines.
The funiest thing in town is "An
Old Love Letter."
"Her Wedding" ha. a true ring, and
will continue until "A Cause for Di-
vorce" is produced.
Seats are selling two weeks in ad-
vance for "A• Fortnight Hence."
"The Next Morning" will soon fol-
low 'The Night Before."
It is said that the author 1 .f "A
Forged Check" r5in jail.
The daughter of an oil magnate his
purchased "A Penniless Nobleman."
"The Sardine Cannery", is simply
packing 'ern in.
Thole of understanding will jcy-
fully appreciate "A Massacre ofl
Mother.--in-Law."
"The Social Ladder" earns nightly
rounds of aoplause.
One of the strangest. most original
offerings is "A Silent Woman."
It is feared that "His New Auto"
will not run long.
Men who have .een "Pink Etc-
pliants and Blue Mice" 'have been
heard to say, "Never again!"
There is standing-room only for
''The Sttbway Train."
Every grafter ought to see "Ilk
Finish."—Smith's Magazine.
A Privilege. -
"You should rejoice," said the lire-
:svian to the coal which was objecting
-to being burned; "you should rejoice
that you are permitted to mingle with
he grate."—Toledo Blade.
.\. A Chicago proles :or ho s disrovered
that the cakewalk originatell among
the Congo tribes.. Anil we talk of
the. distress of the poor
bearnen.
-L.--
numbered among *e industrial work-
411,4istivaityt-:cve.zuwitotmciens jabtottsitbi lacklIre
•
MUNICIPALLY OWNED ELECTRI-
CAL SUPPLY
Consuls Charles E. Daniels reports
that the corporation of the cit
y of
Sheffield recently conducted a thr
ee
weeks' exhibition for the purpose 
of
giving greater publicity to the electr
i-
cal supply department, which is a m
u-
nicipally owned and managed depart-
ment of the city. Among the many
electrical devices there exhibited was
a small model of the Grongal K
iellin
induction furnace, concerning which
several consular reports have been
published. Mr. Daniels writes:
This particplar furnace was built to
melt platinum, but during the ex'hibi-
• cam was daily used to produce sm
all
ingots of steel, and at the close of the
exhibition was taken to the National
Physical Laboratory at London. On
December 3 a member of the Kjellin
company lectured before the Sheffield
'Society of Engineers and Metallur-
gists at the department of applied
sdence, University of Sheffield, up
on
the subject of steel making in electric
induction furnaces.
Sheffield roet makers have been so
-often told that the days of best Shef
-
field crucible cast steel, made by t
he
methods they are thoroughly familiar
with, were past, that they expected
this lecture to be a repetialon of that
statement, but the lecturer made no
such extravagant claims. He began
by referring to the three well-known
principles of electric smelting-i. e.,
heating the charges by the electric
arc, by internal resistance, or by in-
duction. He described the arrange-
ment for melting by induction, the
principle adopted in :he KjeIlin fur-
nace. Having pointed out that the
furnace is simply a melting furnace,
the lecturer gave a brief technical de-
scription of the Kjelling furnace. Cur-
rents are induced in a magnetic field
by means of the primary circuit, main-
tained by an alternating current of
high frequency, and this arrangement
forms and maintains by induction a
secondary circuit in the molten charge
itself, disposed as this is in an annular
crucible around the magnetic field.
The charge offers high resistance, and
accordingly melts. There are various
modifications of the arrangement of
the primary circuit and magnetic field
in the different types of furnace, but
the prinriple is the same in all induc-
tion apparattis.—The Tradesman.
A bath should eser be taken within
I two hones after eating. It increases
I the comfort and luxury of all baths
if the heavy Turkish towels are heated
slightly. A Turkish bath will often
reduce flesh and just as often wir
increase it. Like other good thing.
the Turkish bath will bring the body
Is) a normal condition Once a mouth
is oftcn enough for such a luxury
To get rest, one tenet let one''
muscles go to sleep. While activity i.
necessary to beauty. the body must
have plenty of rest to make up for
the wear and tear of 'human life and
the inroads of lime. When you rest.
try to get the muscles of your Inc(
under control. Don't wrinkle the
forehead or compress the lips. To
rest the head is airy important. Comb
the hair differently occasionally. Dees.-
the neck comfortably. Have three
pairs of shoe•, so that your feet will
' never be tired and twinging. Don't
overds,• don't rush. Take thing -
quietly: you might a. well anyway
These rule. are !he very lust ones
known for keeping young. Later-day
women seem to have lost the art of
resting. Thcir lives are quite too ex.
citing to be productive beauty or
its preaervation.
The speedie•t way to make falling.
broken hair reform and behave is to
consult a good specialist, who will
find out just what is the matter and
segue the proper treatment. Some-
times the hair is attacked with are
ailment that cauaes each little hair
to become a series of joints, break-
ing at these places and ,so producing
an uneven growth. This condition is
caused by using tonics that are ex-
tremely drying, or by a general de-
pleted condition of the health of the
hair. Twenty-four hours before sham-
pooing rub olive oil in the scalp.
Every night friction the scalp thor-
cughly with the finger tips that have
been dipped in this tonic: Forty-
eight grains of resorcim one-fourth
ounce of glycerin. diluted alcohol to
fill a two-mince bottle. Brush the
hair well, and when massaging the
scalp more the scalp away from the
bones the head. This loosening
proce-s gives freer circulation of the
blood.
Ablint the best way to use oatmeal
on the complexion is to take two
tablespoonfuls of the best oatmeal.
boiling it in two quarts of water for
several hours; cool and strain. %Wien
.0sol add the juice of a lemon and one
lablesteamiel alcohol. Apply after
the face has been bathed with warm
water, pure soap and a ciimplexion
brush. Do not wipe the lotion away.
but let it dry into the skin. .The oat-
meal will make the skin soft. the
lemon will whiten and the alcohol
will remove the greasy appearance.
Look at the hands of your ,laun-
dress and you will know why the face
should not be steamed. Continual
heat causes the flesh to become
swollen and red. A hot water facial
'tubbing at night all the hbt water
one's countenance should have. Dip a
complexion brnsh in warm water, rub
over the brush a bar of pure soap.
and cleanse the 'skin thoroughly, rin-
sing first with warm water and then
with cold. Do not forget to anoint
the fa :e well with orange flower skin
food or -creme marquke.. 'This is
necessary to do away with the drawn,
starched feeling that -is often left after
the soapy bath. Patience and perae-
verence in following hygienic laws
will firing their reward in the form of
a beautiful. Slear. glowing complexion
The general state of the health has
much to des with one's coloring.—New
N2Ik Qt0be. .
ikeibed OM.
eggy tuber says sie feels sta n/le7 al Lir c wufiK OF
whet be want to college." ramailled
the (Hutt, Silt
"Don't doubt it.- telflInfl her guitar- NOBLE LABORERSkki impressed me that he was Milk •
college stumat last night."
"You don't say! Di what way. Hoe-
17r
▪ he Lave laa a cane Ale-b--"  REV. AND MRS. CHILKS HAVE
DONE GREAT GOOD IN
Preen Had to Worm 
THEIR TIME.
'Mike,' saki nodding Pete, as be
eatelbed Into a freight car. "I'm glad&
government dome t own de railroads"
-Whir
"Because 11114111 we takes a free ride
sew de worst dat happens Is to he pal
oil. But if de government was minim'
Is Uses we'd be arrested ter .grafths'
sure."-WaskIngton Star.
Chicago News.
At the Employment Mee.
"Do you see the tall cook la the blue
laeStiant axon? Well, ten housewives
have tried her in the last tea days and
she bee let them all."
"Gracious! Her MUM QUM be 'Be-
met."
"Why so?"
"Demure no woman ma keep beir.m.-•
Ch'cago Daily News,
Sure Cure.
"Did you see my Pktur• Is tla
moraines paperr said the PeMle
"No." said the wit, shrlekiag
laughter. "What were you cared off
Ba. hal"
"Of realty, after I saw the platers.°
answered the other satily.-Clevelaa4
Leader.
• :ohs with a Diagram.
"You're an angel, declared the
/0Walt
"Do you mean to tell me that rns
seasculias?" haughtily inquired the
girL
N. B.-New York preachers have de-
cided that all angels are of the goals
am -Chicago Sun.
Seclusion Necessary.
Mrs ['smith-But huts did you malt-
ase to keep that secret a whole week
dear?
Mrs. Kiones-It wasn't hard. I sim-
ply stayed away from the Browsing
club, and when callers came I mit
word that I wasn't at lionse.--Clevo.
land Leader.
Me Good Advice.
"Yes, mother, I told him I was the
beet speller In our elms at schooL"
"And die he gi.re you the Job?'
mother, he gave me some words
to spell, and I couldn't spell them. And
then he said I'd better go to school foe
another spell." - Cleveland Pleat
Dealer.
In the Art Gallery.
"Lovvity sleeping nymph, isn't ltr
-Yoes." 0
"Do you notice the glamour the art,.
Let has thrown over lir-
"No, I don't. Butt! it was mine I
would throw a horse blanket over IL.,
Cleveland Plain Dealer
Worse Tot.
Rownder-lliatue the luck, anyhow!
Lusher-What's the matter?
Rownder-Aw, my wife always nays
op for me, when I'm out late at night.
Lusher-You're lucky. Mine conies
after me -Cleveland Leader.
The Rumor of It.
-Do you see anything funny about
Tighprite's latest comedy?"
"Yea," answered the cynical manager.
'It seems funny to me that he should
have imagined it vu funny "-Wash.
!neon Star.
The Pretty Stenographer.
For beaks my clerk has little We.
Bet though she Is net l's.
She makes me watch my Vs and CS
sysen looking la her ra
—Philadelphia Prose.
°A TRIP ON THE RAILROAD!
--Philadelphia Bulletin.
Unanimous.
n's• saddest when I sing," she acrenalle3
Maid her bearers: "Bully gee!
&has ain't the only pebble
On the beach, for so are we."
—Houston, Post.
A Lucky Circumstance.
First Insurance Financier (after tee
nervously)-How did I acquit
myself?
Second Insurance Financier (fierce.
ty) -There was no jury:-Puek.
Victim of an Imposition.
Sharpson-You seem disappointed
with that new society novel.
Plats-Disappointed? I'm disbusted.
It's a fraud. It Isn't even objectioa-
able!-Chicago Tribune.
Ready to Oblige.
Mrs. Young-Mother says she wants
to be demated.
Mr. young-All right-I'll attest! te
It at once. Call her, will yon?---Cleve.
land Leader.
The Dominant Factor.
"The first hulthand eloped with kW'
said Was Cayenne.
"And the second and third?"
"She eloped with them."-WashInee
ton Star.
Rind' to the Limit.
"Wu he kind to hie family?"
"I elduld say be was. He couldn't
kayo been kinder If he had hese an
Insurance president"--CltrreIabd PieJ
_
Dealer. _u
Establishment of the Mission Was
Due to a Traveling Salesman
&Mae Years Ago.
(Communicated.)
Several years ago a young man -qv
icor in the comity on a farm, became
impressed that the voice of God was
calling him to enter the Ministry, but
feeling unequal to the work, he ig-
seared the yoke.
He afterwards married a most wor-
tha. woman. Ile proosered in busi-
ness, and the years passed on until
allot found him the owner of a well
stocked farm of goo acres, butt the
still, small voice that through all
these years had never left him, now
became as, imperative he felt com-
pelled to obey.
I Ac
cordingly he disposed of his farm
closed his business affairs, and front
that tune until the present, Rev.
R. W. Chiles of the Union Rescue
Mission, has devoted his time and
labor to the Master's service In
. very undertaking his estimable wife,
Airs. Ida B. Chiles, has been a most
helpful co-laborer.
For the first year or Si) of this
work, service* were held in school-
licuses, in groves, in cottages, on the
streets, anywhere where there was
an opportunity to present the Gospel.
In tlhas Me. Wan. Pomeroy, a com-
mercial traveler who had recently
teen converted at the People's Mis-
sion in Washington, D. C., in one of
his visits to Paducah, was impressed
with the city and the good that might
be effected if one were established.
Filled with this thought he submitt-
ed the proposition to the late Dr.
Caldwell, who was so pleased with
the idea that he it once furnished
the means to start the work at a
place on Kentucky avenue between
rarst and Second streets.
Services were conducted here (or
some time by the 4ifferent pastors of
tin city. Mr. and Mrs. Chiles, who
hail in the meantime moved to Padu-
cah, always attended these services,
and when no other tumor was pres-
ent, wIlich occurred quite frequently,
Mr. Chiles officiated,
One day when walking along Third
street and prising the building now
occupied by the Rescue Mission. Mr.
Chiles was struck with the fitness of
Leith the building and the location for
tlo- establishment of a permanent
loone for a rescue nominal. With
him to think was to act. He immedi-
ately conferred with some other par-
ties the result of which was the open-
ing of the Union Rescue Mission at
thi% place.
As to the wisdom of this move-
ment a record of the work accom-
plished in eight years is Ow best evi-
ilince. A great part of the time re-
ligious service, are held every es-cit-
ing. Besides 'these. an average of
twenty homes have been visited every
eionth where service has also been
i lil and as far as possible temporal
r ants supplied where 'needed. As of-
ten as practicable services arc also
held in the county jail, almshouse anal
the city hospital. In all of these fur-
s-ices there have been iscarly stoo con-
vetsion% and as many more reclaimed
who once enjoyed a religious experi-
ence but had afterwards fallen by the
wayside. _
Mr. Chiles has preached 17o fun-
eral sermons for destitute people.
Every year since the missit.m was
established a Christmas. tree has been
given for the benefit of the poor chil-
erc n of the city. Gifts for this tree
have been largely furnished by the
children of the public schools, bat
all classes and all denominations have
atso contributed most liberally. .
Good homes have been fotmd for
forty children. Every week and some-
times oftener, a place has been found
for some one looking for employ-
ment. They have also furnished an
average twenty meals and ten lodg-
ings es-ery month to persons in need.
In the Rescue work akine twenty-
sesen young women have been saved
from tin immorai life and restored
to their friends and home, where
nearly every one is firing a constant.
ClIiistian life now.
Surely such a record speaks for it-
self. The Union Rescue Mission is
stnctly non-sectarian. Contributions
are never solicited on any other basis.
It is a source of s'incere gratification
to both Mr. and Mrs. Chiles that
while the teed of funds is constantly
increasing, the ,Fontributions are also
increasing. 'They are most grateful
indeed for the evidence of a fuller
appreciation of their work by the
community at large as time goes on.
They are full of plans .to renedr their
work still more effective and trust
that when the time is ripe for their
Ceiclopment, the way 'will be -pro-
vided.
Good so far as it Goes.
(Estauseille Courier.)
'I he bill forbidding corporations to
contribute to political campaign funds
•
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Healthy Bath Rooms
•I 44414*
Good plumbing means
good health and this com-
bined with modern sanitary
fixtures helps to keep the doctor out
of your house. "Stisoillood• Porcelain
Enameled plumbing fixtures make
healthy bath rooms, are unitary and
have a beauty all their own.
If you intend making bath room im-
provements, let us show you samplcstat
this famous ware. We guarantee good
work, prompt service and attention no
matter how small or how Imp your job.
E. D. HANNAN.
Both Phones son 132 St 4th. 410
CUMBERLAND TELLPHNNE TELEGRAPH CO.
INCORPORATED
H•is issued statement of its busin ess for month of December and the
increase in the number of its subscrib ems is shown as follows:
Number subscribers December a, 1905 163.363
Number added during month   s• • ••,. s • • . 6,43r
Number discontinued ..  2,603
Net increase
..Total number of subscribers January reos
 
1.1411
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EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE .
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADVC.AH REAL ESTA-r. WESTERN KENTUCKY ?Amu. EA.,/
MONTHLY PAYMENT WTS FOR INVESTMENT. VISTERN
111:11114TUOCY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
• FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT,
VIDG '1  14w. WILITTEMOILJG. 44"a4tgelhh,
I.as at last paaseil the house and gone
to the preaident for • his signature
There is no reason to think that this.
measure is going to accomplish all
that the people hope for, but it un-
questionably means that an important
atep has been taken toward the puri-
fication of our national elections. It
is true that it will not prevent a trust
magnate, if he sees fit to do it, to
contribute a million dollars to the
election of a party ticket, but he must
contribute his own money as an indi-
Vatual and not as one acting for a
corporation. However a few slays ago
Gevernor Hughes, in discussing the
matter, declared that we' would in
time come to limiting the ant "sal
'nosey any citizen conlal conto etc
for campaigtii use.
In the course of a short debate on
the bill in the house Mr. Williams.
thc democratic leader. took occasion
to ask of the republicans whether in
ciew of his great popularity through-
out the country President Roosevelt
i,hould demand of his party the return
the trust money cenaributed un-
lawfully by the insurance companies
in ald of his election. It would seem
to be quite the proper thing to sup-
plement the passage of the bill by
action of this kind, because as long
as the insurance money- remains nitre-
stort d to the policyholders to whom
it belongs a blot will rest on the
president's campaign for re-election.
Women and Happinees.
(From the London Spectator.)
One source of women's 'happiness is
to be found, we think, in their love of
detail. They enjoy every detail of so-
cial life. They love the minutiae of
their work. They do not love it as a
man loves his, for the sake of an end.
They look close at what they are
.doing, and they do not look forward.
They- take pleasure in their children
as they are. A! defect, even though it
be a i.erious one, destroys that of a
man They arc to it constantly op-
pressed b yam thought of ,what that
defect will mean in the future. y a
woman is by nature apprehensive her
fears apply for the most part to little
1things. If a m
an is apprehensive lie
fears when the fit .i, upon 'him For
women time goes a little slower.
They take pleasure In each jewel of
that mosaic which makes up happi-
nessand are not fretted because the
pattern is not complete. Of this
quality they have, no doubt, the in-
' - defects—much brilliance, lit-
Ili grasp and a tendency to frivolity..
They are apt to fritter away their
lives 'and mind: on little things; they
become engrossed with the details of
play 3: well as the details of work.
Men, no doubt, have more opportuni-
ties of keen pleasure than women
have, but these opportunities are srort
lived. The happiness of the moment
they arc less fitted to take. The dif-
ference between the sexes in this par-
ticular might, we believe, be thus
sumened up; a man is happy when-
ever he has anything to make him
happy, but a woman is happy when-
ever she has nothing to make her um-
happy.
The Publisher's
Claims Sustained
UNITED STATES COURT OF CLA
IMS
The, ritbli,here of Webster** International
liktionary al •fte that It is, l.a fst.tle p..p
lair UnabridrW thereaOly rr-e,iItedinec
ry
detail, and vastly enrioMd in erery port. with
the purpose of adapting it tn meet the larg
er
and !Taymyr requirements of another genets-
bon."
We are of the opinion thnt this allegation
matt ckerly and accurately &writes the
work that beg been scroll:whetted and the
t hat bas beea readied. -The I Noti ot lary,
aa It now 'tends, has been thoroughly re-
edited In every detail. Me been corrected In
ercrrartart, and is admirably,altipted to meet
the r and severer oiremenUs of a
generat n which demands more of popular
philological knowledge than any generation
-hat the world has ever contained.
It Is perhaps needless to add that we neer
to the dtctioaaary In our judicial work as of
the highest authority In accuracy at dead-
non; and •that'in the filtureaa le the pelt it
win be the Douro, of constant reference.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS.
City Piller.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Joe A. Purchase for city
jailer, strglect to the action of the
democrat t-party.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of W. l', (Billy) Reed for
city jailer, subject to the action of
the democratic ,party.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Sam L. Beadles for city
Jailer, subject to the action of the
democratic party.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Al. Hymarsh for city
jaler. subject' tothe action of the
democratic party.
Roarsod Commissioner.
We are anthoiited to announce
Gedege W. Landram. of Livingston
county. as a candijate for railroad
commissioner from the First Rad-
ioed district of Kentucky; subject to
'he action of the democratic party.
City Treasurer.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of William Kraus for city
treasurer, subject to the action of the
democratic party.
TuescLiy Morning, February 5, tern.
1 he Thaw case is now on and con -
trary to the expectations it promises
rot to be as long drawn out as has
been predicted by the knowing ones.
•the prosecution, it seems, finished its
testimony at noon yesterday, but of
course the cross-examination of the
N4 itnesses will 'consume the larger
yorfion of the time. All that the
prosecution attempted to do was to
prove that ‘Vhite was slain by TII3A.
-..he reason or motives for the min-
tier will be shown by the defense.
• It . vas bad enough for those Bos-
ton ladies to want the poor old
bachelors chloroformed, but they add-
ed insult to injury in their petition to
the legislature by calling them "a
fungus.'' One clause of the petition
reads:
"Yogi petitioners further score-
'sent that bachelors are a fungus on
the ship of society, impeding its prog-
ress. and are of no earthly use ex-
cept as pallbearers." .
ItTerely because a fellow don't want
to marry . or won't have the one he
can ger, and the one he wants won't
have him is no reason he should be
-called it "fungns.Wasa.  •
-.--
-•-••-•-7.4.11..
NtrAl i', a gOOd tune to revive tc
good pld soniettle44bilYi Lies But
Roosevelt.", Members of the cabinet
and navil and army officers have re-
a 
ceivediheti orders andotre busy de-
nying everything and repudiating in-
terviews given- out a few days ago.
Even the old war dog, Dewey, is
doing his harc, Of course it is not
called :"lying,' • Ain-rely "diplomacy."
The say-motult that has not been
sewn * by red tape it that of Capt.
Hobsdi. 'he of kissing and Merrimac
fame. il.:, • i
1
The twee of America's true power
ati; bri y told by the St. I.ouis Re-
pablic an these words::
"The advantage which the United
States possess over all other nations
.1s that they make in -abundance ill the
supplies, whether of field otoiactory,
a that are needed in war. It is one
great factor ip the conditions which
nuke the Chited States the most .povi-
t7
in1 nation that ever existed on the
ob." N
Ct
• ac 0115o State Journal truly,says:
year,
lip are .on a new tack entirely ia
amlitical discussion in this coun
awo'ae claim is that the instigdions
• 1„,.a. aaapoblic, its charter; its
tigh
•
••••••••••••••••••••* ....Mo... v..
'statutes are for the people and there_
cat: be no concession to petvilege in
which the public welfare is not to be
first 9ubaerved. This is the foremost
thought of the day; not sputtering.
of demagogism but the inmost truth
of our evolution and our progress."
If the ground hog theory is correct
the weather man must furnish at least
two brands of weather, as the news-
papers front various parts of the
state are equally divided in the state-
ment that the sun did and did not
shine on "groundhog day."
The Louisville Herald has an edi-
torial 'headed: "JaponaGetting
All the little yellow devils this parti-
cular scribe has seen would take no
prizes in a beauty show.
With the Japanese war cloud and
the Thaw trial the "Yallers" should
have no trouble in furnishing "Scare
Heads."
It is said that the postal bill is
doomed. That will be good news
ta the metropolitan newspapers and
magazines.
America Will Settle It.
(Evansville Courier.)
The situation will not be relieved,
by menace. This country is a good-
natured, easy-going young taut. But
it is also C01146011• of its powers.
The San Francisco trouble will be
settled according to our own laws
and vague mutterings of war or of
ultimatums from Japan will not tend
to increase the spirit of generosity
which haa been our characteristic in
dealing with foreign poaers.
Japan Getting Ugly.
(Loutsville Herald. Republican.)
Disguise it as we may, Japan it
eettUg ugly. Just as she took Itt14-
4.4, unawares so Mae may expact to
tat the United States. But tine:,
Sam is a very different proposition
from the Czar. Nia use, however, to
deny that a war in the near future
with Japan would find its at some-
what of a disadvantage. The Phil-
ippines are nuprotected, the Hawa-
iian group equally defenseless the
Panama canal stin unbuilt. The Pa-
cific coast would be exposed, in the
Event of war, to assaults which might
prove very destructive, if not disas-
trous.
But Uncle Sam is not afraid of Ja•
pate la the -event of the latter't dr •
Oaring war on the United States this
entire nation would rise up as one
man, as it has, in fact, never done
before to resist ansl overwhelm the
ellow assailants
It will soon be known just what
Japan means. The expulsion of a few
dorens of Oriental children from the
public schools of California was cer-
tainly no excuse for a bloody war,
in which thousands of lives would be
lost and billions of treasure sacri-
ficed. But alien a nation wishes war
it is very easy to find an excuse. Rus•
aia had been completely covered by
the Japanese spies before the late
nar. When the spies reported that
the time had come to strike the sleep-
ing bear, he was seruck at very vic-
iously and without a inoment•s lass
of time.
An attack on the United Seates by
japan would certainly arouse the in-
terest of all western civilization and
probably lead to the intervention of
more than one of the great powers of
Lutope. We need not thew assis-
tance, but if their statesmanship de-
cide that what America's turn today
may be Europe's tomorrow, weican-
not say nay.
No need for gloom or depression
c.ver the situation. ‘Ve do not want
aar with Japan. If she wants war
anh the United States she is going
to treat herself to the luxury without
delay, and our bussines9 it will be to
make it as luxurious as we can for
the energcticlittle ye:low man.
The Japanne War Bugaboo.
tChicago Chronicle, Republican)
As in most sinnlar cases, the sman
rumbar of people in this country who
are in blue funk over the Japanese
sot/anon make a great deal of noise.
If we were to judge by the utter-
ances af timid editors and deprecatiry-
ptliticians the whole country is in
a tremor. of. fear and:.apprehenaion
leg Japan swoop down and subjugate
us otttnof hand. These persons are
in a continual state of cold shivers.
and if the Japanese were less shrewd
they might get the impression that
the people of the United States are
really ready to make submission upon
any terms necessary toaavert Jap-
anese resentment.
It happens, however, that the Jap-
anese arc !tot under such ag utter mis-
apprehension of America sentiment
and the American, people ate wit in
thoetal terror of the Japanese or of
anybody else!
The idea that a natiot3 which iur
five yeaca waged the mightiest sec-
tional war in the world's fiistony and
is now reunited, patriotic and re-
am:cell be•---a - • •
"k3t7Cidc down" abjetel, llt irte bid;
•
est shadow of a misuoderstanding
with an Asiatic power is simply pre--
pasterous and unthinkable.
It is not necessary to go intei an
analysis of the possibihties of a war
ith Japan even if there were any
probability of such a conflict. It
allay be observed, however, that the
United States are not Russia nor is
the Pacific ocean the Sea of Japan.
It was one thing to conduct a cam-
paign within a few hours of the Jap-
aaese base of supplies; it would be
quite another thing for the Japanese
government to wage war against
ns,coo,000 people io,000 miles awty.
iThe Japanese general staff has not
overlooked this phase of the matter
even if some of our timorus Ameri-
cans have done so.
In the event of a rupture with
japan 'it is altogether likely that the
Japanese would be able to take pos-
session of the Philippine islands- A
good many people would be disposed
to say that it would be a good 6d-
t:flee, but that would be a utilitarian
view of the matter ignoring the con-
sideration of national self-respect.
The Japanese might seize the Phil-
latrines but the acquisition would
arove a highly expensive and wicen
taiu one.
In the end we may be sure that
not one foot of American territory
would be surrendered.. In the mean-
time the Japanese would have to con-
duct their operations across the whole
aidth of the Pacific ocean and the
1.readth of the North American con-
tinent. 11 Japan were ten times ea
populaus and rich as she is her re-
sources would be exhausted without
creating a substantial impression noon
the American nation.
The-.e however are lucre acadenli
cal propositions. There is no reason-
able apprehension of war with the
Japanese empire. Only faint hearts
arid weaklings are in fear of it. But
if it should come the world wou:.I
eueekly see that the poltroons and
apologists form a negligible propor-
tion Of tile American people.
Any nation that seeks trouble nigh
Uncle Sam is ill get it and will not
the subseq 
e
uent proceedings.
of the si:aation. No sane perton will
belies e this Hobson hysteria that an
ultimata"' has been sent by Japan to
te president and which he • prefliata
said. "Take hack our people to your
public schools in California or take
the consequences." Ilobson says he
has scerethe ultimasarn, but this will
serve to throw additional discredit on
the aarn. Japan's easy victory over
Russia has made her vain and auto-
cratic, but she is not demented
enougit to talk in that strain to the
United States at this stage of the
California dispute, or at any stage
which that centroversy k likely to as-
same. The matter of the exclution
of Japanese children from the white
schools of San Francisco is pending
in the United States court. The
court will n' it be hurried in its de-
cision by any menace which could
come from Japan. nor would its action
be affected in the faintest degree by
threat or blandishment from Tokio.
But a'sishington .is aroused to the
fact that the situation contains possi-
bilities of trouble. San Francisco is
determined to keep the Japanese out
of the white schools, and the whole
state of California stands with her on
this issue. Apparently, also, the en-
tire Pacific coast is in the San Fran-
cisco mood on this issue. That posi-
tion, too, is winning friends all over
thecountry. Any menace whkh wonld
cot* from Japan wntild instantly
place the entire American people in
accord with the San Franciacaus.
Unless Japan intends to force war or
the United States she will see the
necessity of acting very discreetly in
this. matter. Our crawls are not to be
hurried by any menaces from the out-
side. Washington is not taking or-
dens from Tokio or any other foreign
capital. The gentlemen who are
shaping the policy of the mikado's
government know all this, it is safe to
say, or if they are ignorant of this
elementary truth they arc likely to he
enlightened on that point Wpm the
controversy ends. As the matter
stands at present our positiott is
plain. Vs'e are awaiting the decision
of the courts as to whether San Fran-
cisco has the right, under the United
,States statutes and tinder the treaty
wit Japan, to exclude the Japanese
pupils from the white achools. If the
courts* decision is adverse to that city
some adjastment will has', to be made
pending the framing of a new treaty
which will satisfy our own national
con-science and placate Japan. H. as
is likely to be the case, the deciaion
should be on San Francisco's sides no
concessions can be made by u'Is to
Japan's feelings. and some adjust-
ment of the difficulty will 'have to be
attempted in a new *agreenacht tkith
that country.
In three directions, however, this
Japanese incident mikes the duty of
the United States plain. We must
frame a new treaty with Japan to take'
the place of the one which expires. on
,Merch 12. or a little river five weeks ment to 
platforms.
hence. We riuct push the Panama Platfor
ms are built, by politicians.
canal to completion with all possible They 
are torn to pieces or spit upon
speed. Action in each of these crave-
' tions is imperative. Intimations have
come from Tokio from time to time
that Japan would not object to the
exclusion of her coolies from the
United States and our island. posses-
ions. 'Exclusion is what the Pacific
coast asks, and though the rest of the
country was averse to that policy
until recently, the San Francisco com-
plication has made exclusion seem the
easiest way of heading off future
trouble. Under an exclusion policy,
which would prevent any further in-
crease of the Japanese inhabitants of
California or Hawaii or the Philip-
pines, it would doubtless be easy to
induce San Francisco to grant some
favors to the few Japanese children
who are already there. In its ulti-
mate results the California idea
would score a triumph by the adop-
tion of exclusion. From this Hobson
nightmare one or two gleams of
---••••••4111mummarwouswormommomso.•..v.. ..i••••••••••••••••••••••0..• o • -••••••••••••••• • alle.
FAMOUS THAW MURDER
TRIAL ON IN EARNEST
New York, February 4.—The pros-
ecution in the Thaw case rested at
13:45 la tn., and a recess was then ta-
ken until 2 p. nn., when attorney John
B. Gleason epened for the defense.
New York, February 4—The Thaw
trial is on. Assistant District Attor-
ney Garvan opened for the prosecu-
tion.
Mr. Garvin spoke less than ten min-
utes. All witnesses except experts
have been excluded from the room.
May McKenzie, Mrs. Harry Thaw
and Mrs. Wm. Thaw were included
in this order.
There was come delay in resuming
the trial today, owing to the formali-
ties attending the postponing of the
February term of court, which was
scheduled to begin this morning. The
regular pannel of moo February ju-
rors in the Thaw case, some aso in
number, crowded the court -room
to overflowing. Thaw's trial having
been begun in the January term, that
term will hold until the case is dis-
posed of.
sense flash out. We must build more by determined people. No sane man
warships and recruit more regiments is going to predict that certain Incas-
and batteries. Our present force of mires will or will not be enacted into
tz.000 soldiers in the Philippines laws, because thus reads or thus does
cowl quickly be conquered by Japan not read the democratic platform.
in case of war. Our naval force in Just so, no longer is right or wrong
Manila would be as inadequate as going to be fought or indorsed be-
Russia's was at Port Arthur at the cause of party or political bias. Times
beginning of the conflict of mcoa-toon have changed and independe
nce,
And all possible soared must he %%hie!) means better citizenship, is on
shown in making the dirt fly at the horseback and riding all over 
this
isthmus. War with Japan is decidedly land.
improbable, but we must prepare for There are those who do not know,
all eventualities. Our weak point is and never will know until the 
fact is
the Pacific, and duty demands that we literally hammered into their 
wooden
should strengthen ourselves there at heads, that this spirit of reform
, of
the earliest possible day. anti-lawlessness, is not conf
ined to
Tennessee.
Up 'n Minot*, there are those mho
GOSSIP WITH * think that it exists only there. and
THE EXCHANGES. must soon die out. The same way in
NlissciIiri, in Kentuclio., in New York
Pau Taken Up? and New Jersey, in Pennsylvania and
There's one or two trains a day ilsesvhere. It obtains as a matter of
on the I.. slim A, but we don't fret throughout America.
know just when they go or come Out in San Francisco they are prose
May find out when the commis- curing their mayor and threatening
sees things throught our hin aith incarceration and stripes.
glasaes.—Beattyville Enterprise. In New York Mayor NfeClellan's
What's the matter? Pass been electioa is being looked into that
taken up? .air:einulg...ray be presented and justice
A Pfxce. In Kansas a senator of the United
• 011ie M. James has just intro- States is in the penitentiary.
diced a bill in congress to pre- Harriman. the wizard of finance, is
sent common carriers from trans- :.n the griddle.
porting %%hickey into local option John le Roakefeller, tlic richest
The Japanese Incident. districts. This law sh
ould. b.mart the world ever saw. still die
(St. Louis Globe-Dernozraa Rep 1 
passed at once so that the liquor Abroad or in jail, unless all portents
dealers in surrounding states can taw
It would be easy to exaggerate Int uot ship their goods into the The Ugh and mighty, whose proud
importance of the Japanese incident.. state. The law as passed by 
the 
• states have been built upon frauds
as unworthy of serious consideration,* only be a farce and a discrimi
na-ba
last state legislature seems ja ,nd wrong-doing, are on the operating n it aould be foolish to dismiss n
!able, and a lot af them will tiniah in
The attention which it is receiving tam in favor of foreign sshiske) ow fatal -chair.- Three of the list Ilerfu • that pull
from tie- president and the cabinet dealers.—Ballard News. • There it not much in the party
 plat-
shov.. that the licads of our govern- N'erilv, verily, thin stermeh t
.. b forms to bring about the‘c conditional 
the Standard oil wagon abont the
ment are alive to the possible gravity, the eale• "Utley come 'if th"nrhs:yi".' 
parties cotintry fell into a deep ditch Thur.-
don't make issues. ' make 
thew day n Dight about one mile Irons uke-
seises. They timid their oal in the 
flom, says the Fulton Leader..
&her, %VIII Mill'. drove them too
Inman heart and out thereof they near the edge of the ditch and ihc
grow into strength and bloom They
become sentiment, and ntimen• &fr
own! casing beneath the feet of one
,e 
horse caused him to fall in and drag
schievea thing.. things that politi-
.0•12
OF INTEREST TO WOKEN.
Whea there is a man in the heuot.
just sick enough to stay indoors it
behooves everybody to walk straight
or there Is certain to be trouble
A aoman always h • • y Iltsr-
ricd life if ontiltie enough.
to let her husband alwayi have hts
own way without in ant ray insitafir-
ing with her having hOsi
nt don't ispnvf propose.'
remarked the inrer-deligilled Dooley
in his reeemly ptibtleterl Disserck
tione "I Myer tried it but wanst,
an' th' hired • girl said th' lady te.,•
not at horns-. No inen,wilLevey tell ye
ye. Nfost instiied luau give ye th'
frontiunpr te srr wia i pnitc•enst:tol...
• -
We have Itaniskesi' the dreadful
ideal of the young woman that Dick-
ens enthroned upon the British
hearth—the posing, hypocritical, im-
possible young is Oman. Better the
broad, manly feet of the hockey girl.
the too-inquiring muld and the frank.
unashamed callousness of the smart
girl, the swear words and inordinate
freedom of speech and ideas of the
htutting girl, the peering morality of
the problematical girl—better all nu-
modern crosses than that old tyraminy
tif feminine poae
GOOD SAMARITAN
MEETS HARD LUCK
While Attempting to Save Stranger's
• Horses His Ow, Gets Killed.
Good Joke.
Ina rather a good joke on this-
the American people, that when
they want to make a new -tate
out of some of their outside laud
that they have to get up a can
,titution that will meet the ap-
probation ilf the president. A
government of the people. by the
people and for the people may
have existed eat .some remote
period in the past, but it &ain't
pan out these days—Fulton Com-
mercial.
•Thataisn't the only joke Czar Teddy
has perpetrated. ‘'ide his instructions
to condtemis, secretary of war, the
'Frisco school board and California
governor,
Don't 'resod on Us!
There scents to he an intention
an the part of crone members of
congress to cripple the press bs
postal regulation. Some of the
members have real grievances
against the newspapers and maga-
zines because they hase talked
out. The American press is free
and is bigger than congress, for
it can make and unmake con-
gresses and mould public opinion
If congress is afraid of the press
let it turn itself loose and the
newsnapera will make some of it.
members look just as contempti-
ble as they really are.—Beatty-
ville Enterprise.
Bully! W..ade in and we'll pat you
on the back.
That So?
Cold weather makes every:lima
go up—except the man who has
to get out of bed and start the
fire.—Wingo Outlook.
Thsentht you were married.
Tub -Night.
A French physician who has
been sitting up nights doping out
a- new gospel of medicine for the
mind, says that when so de-
pressed you feel you have reason
to commit suicide, you may really-
only need a bath. The lesson is,
presumably, always to postpone
your fits of depression until Set-
orday iiight.liopkinsville New
Era.
The last lines nf the above bring to
mind a story told on the wife of a
man who was governor of this great
commonwealth for a few months only.
According to the story, the lady
visited a big city and was given a
suite of rooms with bath.
In speaking of her visit. she said:
"And don't you know, I could hard-
ly waft till Saturday slight Came
around to take my wash."
.15
Platform,.
(Memphiti News-Scimitar.)
Platforms! Platforms he blamed!
You can't hold down popular senti-
cians do not strife dawn and which
they despise.
The people sleep long sometimes,
but when they awake there is always
•0111% taing doing
AY !Hg WAY.
Few people ever notice the clock
until it has stopped.
You is-ill neser he disappointed if
t):aotus. 
expect ingratitude in return for
• r 
It is unfartunately always easy to
find a satisfactory reaaon for hating
somebody. .
clic most awful failure.. result from
trylne to he funny %her moire made
you sole:me—Uncle Dick. in Mattison
Journal
NO SMALLPDX
Paducah Escaped the Epidemic This
Winter.
---
Nfr. William Vtheelis, the official
superintendent of the city's smallpox
quarantine station, is finding things
very dull this winter in his line, as
thus far he hat., not had a case of
trnallpox to care for. Every winter
he generally has something like too
small pox patients to look after at
the pesthouse. but it seems Paducah
escaped the usual smallpox epidemic
this winter, as no cases have de-
s-eloped.
It seems that very little sickness of
this nature has occurred in the west-
ern part of Kentucky this year, one
or two cases being reported from
Livingston county, one from Prince-
ton and others from different points.
PAY Is A DAY ON FARMS.
— —
Missouri and Kansas Land Owners
Mull Get Corn Husked.
Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 4—"What
do you think about a farmer paying
25 cents an hour for cornhuskers and
farm hands?" a iarmer asked jutt
after he had induced two young men
to forsake city life to become farm
laboress.
"Just think of it! For eight hours'
work I have to pay $21' 41 this thing
keeps up we'll have to form a farmers'
trust pr. ask for government aid. At
this rate a farmer can't make enough
monek to get his whiskers shaved."
From all parts of NliFsouri and
Kansas comes the story :Nato ,carcity
of farm laborers. The corn crop has
not all been gathered and the ground
must be prepared for uext year's crop
.Theapackers and railroad courtactors
are' offering more, for laborers than
the ;lamer, ha ever had In pay.-
the other twa after hint Mr. mills
tilvp:,,ntd, Dukedom for assistance
Hit call was answered by fit-snore
Cherry and others. Mr. Cherry, think-
ing a team would he required to peal
Mills'. horses out of the ditch, drove
his team to the scene of the accident.
It happened they were not needed. a•
Mr. Mills' horses were easily gotten
out of the ditch uninjured.
But here come. the aorst part of
the story. Atter Mills' horses were
gotten out of the ditch Me. Cherry
started !o drive home %%hen one of-
his horses fell into the ditch and was
so badly injured that it was ne,-es•amo
to kill it.
WITH THE SAGES.
Often do the spirits of great esento
stride an before the ev.enta and in to,
day already walk• tumors-4J% —Cole.
ridge.
Idleness and pride tax %nil a heavi-
er hand than kings and parliaments
If we can get rid of the former we cart
easily bear the latter.—Franklin.
A man's nature runs either to herbs
fir weeds; therefore, let him seasona-
bly water the one, and destroy the
other.—Baron.
Let each endeavor to be of use to
himself and °them This is not a pre-
cept or a counsel. but ,the utterance -
of life itself.—Goethe
PROVED WORTH OF CEMENT.
But Los ef Shin Made It Rather
Costly Advertisement.
An extraordinary and expensive
cement adVCT4iCenleflt was furnished
by a recent shipwreck. The shipalso-
coa, bound for San Francis-co with a
cargo of cement for oce in the re-
building of the city,. was wrecked off
the Lizard on the Cornwall coast.
The ship struck a rock, ahich tore a
large hole in her side, and remaitted
fastened as upon a pivot. When the
salvage crew arrived to see about tak-
ing the Socoa from her perilous posi-
tion, says the Cement Aare, the men
found a remarkable condition of
affairs. Tire water had entered -the
hold and its action upon the, cargo
had caused the cement to seta rt'had
accommodatingly act hard aront4 the
rock that pierced. the • side - of the, •:
.whip, which now remains, fastened
there permanently in its unique posi-
tion. The entire cargoThas become as
hard as stone, and 'no tag can be
done with the ship caacepicto dis-
mantle as much oi the woad as can
be removed. The will probably
remain there for many, years as a eon-
spictions advxertisem'efit for the ce-
ment manufacturers.
• 'Ignorance ecia1446 be blic when
yoti begin to.realize it. .
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$5.00
For Choice of Any Fancy Coat iu the Store
NICE WEATHER, EH!—Onof those eood warm coats would feel
good, wouldn't it? These coats sold for Sro to $ao each. Noi.
ou can have one of them for Sax's The are on sale now. •.-
...They Are On Sale Now...
iticdo 317317
B'way B'way
EXCLUSIVE READY-TO-VVEAIL
, JUDGE DECIDES THIRTY
THREE LIQUOR LICENSES DRY GOODS
REJECTED BY COUNCIL HOUSE SOLD
H. H. EVANS, THEODORE PETERS AND PADUCAH DISTIL-
LERIES COMPANY REFUSED LIQUOR LICENSE BY THE
COUNCIL LAST EVENING WHILE OSCAR DENKER WITH.
DREW HIS THAT WOULD HAVE BEEN REJECTED—COUN-
CIL RECONSIDERED AND GRANTED QUART LICENSE TO
DREYFUS& AND WEIL—UNDERSTOOD ALDERMEN WILL
REFUSE SEVERAL THAT COUNCIL GRANTED.
The most important thing before
the council last even'ing was the liquor
lieense, which enga4ed nearly all the
time of the 'board, some of them being
rejected while others were granted,
and now all have to go before the
aldermanic body at Thursday night's
session before they are finally dis-
posed of, as both boards have to ap-
pre ire or reject before the action is
binding.
When the council the first of last
month passed all the licenses except
these not porperly presented, it was
not known the license ordinance for
this year, by oversight, stipulatel
that saloonists could get nothing but
a twelve months' grant. Those pass-
. 
ed were for six months, and since
POLICE BILL IS VALID
•
THE ICNAerMENt Er THE STATE LEGISL
ATURE IS IN THE
NATURE OP AN 'AMENDMENT TO THE SECOND
 CLASS
CITY CHARTERS, AND THE COURT ADJUDGES T
HAT THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY OP KENTUCKY HAD A 
PERFECT
RIGHT TO PASS THE BILL. WHICH NOW 
PREVENTS
THE REPUBLICANS FROM REDUCING THE 
PATROLMEN
TO EIGHTEEN IN NUMBER.
The state legislative enactment
compelling seeond-c la SA cities to
mains sni police department, of not
leAs than thirty patrolmen was yes-'
terday adjudged to be valid and legal
by Jielee W J. Reed, of the circuit
court, oho directed the city solicitor
to drA v up a judgment to this effect
ao it eau be lodged today. Thi.,
means that the number of officers em-
ployed on the department the first of
• lo pasi a
1
ties of the second class, which in-
dudes Paducah. to employ not less
than -.bitty. which were put to work
the first of this year The republi-
cans :tow in the city legislative
boards would not agree to allow
money enough to pay the full thirty
officers for this year, unless the demo-
crats would agree to let the cx parte
suit he tiled and Judge Reed decide
whether the state thirty bill or the
City eighteen bill was paramount.
this year for 007 sersice antiot be This solution was arrived at and th
e
reduce.1 . I loigatitm instituted. There was 
then
The solicitdr submitted the es Parte allowed Salkocio for the police fo
rce.
suit to the judge yesterday. this action with the understanding that Saatioo
being tor the purpose of the collo more be taken out of the contingen
t
*tidies whether the thirty bill was fund tnould the courts decide that th
e
binding or %higher it was illegal. The thirty bill was legal. It will
 take
solicitor cited atehorUies aftd law and Sao,000 to ruts the police,
 including
the court immediately took tit the the city lockup expen
ses, and novO
litigation with the result that he de- . this fi.000 is to be transferred 
from
tided the thirty bill was effective contingent to police 
department.
The police force in loos was slime The judge tackle.' that the police
twenty-tour. and the republicans cut bill is only an ame
ndment to the city
this down to only eighteen for 1906 charter which is 
compiled by the
over orotcst of the democrat.. The %tate legislature. 
therefore the latter
police commissioners wanted thirty body had authority to 
makefteelriaree
officer% and got the state legislature vieum His opinioli is very shdalliAl
l
bill compelling inunicipali- to the point.
CAPT WM. KRAUS
City'
BY 
LIMB'
Announces for the Office of
FALLINGTreasurer.
In the regular column of this issue
will be found the formal announce-
ment •if Captain William Kraus for
the office of city treasurer. subject so
the action of the democratic party:
Captain Kraus it ton well and
favorably known to venture any intro-
duction to the people of Paducah. IIi
has lived here for thirty-five year. James W. Finley Suffering From
and tits made -a most excellent citi- /sir
:en. He has served the public 
Severe Attack of Erysipelas—
school trmtee, councilman. aldermai. 
Joe Kirk Cut His Arm.
and four years as city treo-lurer. in
all of which offices he made a most i
careful. painstaking and efficient mfg. Emma Hol
t. woodward
'dal. Four years ago, at the end of avensie in Nfechanicsburg has 'been
his term as city treasurer, he declined Oaced a ward at Riveraide hoc-
to stand for re-election "in order to chat on account of fracturing her
return to the foremanship of a collar left limb last Saturday in the yard
factory in which he was interested, at her home. She was walking along
While treasurer Captain Krauts wet% when she tripped on a mop and was
always at his desk and it was a P- 1e'r-4‘tiirown to the ground with force
ure to do business with him. sufficient to break the limb in the
Captain Kraut is a straigt demo- . nipjoint. It is a very bad fracture.
crat and has alway% been ready to
' 
is about fifty-five years of age.
give time and money to the auccese 
of the party, and with his fine record
and popularity he will be a 'most for-
midable candidate and hie homination
would add strength to the ticket.
MRS. EMMA HOLT ADMITTED
TO RIVERSIDE
HOSPITAL
Money talks—and it usaally gets
the best of an argument.
?Intl trrujmru1JtrtJUJJU trIftrtrtIVU
Dr. Dwight's
Lilyderma
Cream
Prevents and Cures Chap-
- 
Rough Skin. Makes
the skin soft, smooth and
white. Seinoves all blem-
ishes caused by the cold
winds.
DEUGHTFUL TO USE
AFTER. SHAVING
For Sale only at.
BACON'S
DRUG STORE
. Bad Case of Erysipelas.
:sir. James W. Finley wars trans-
terred yesterday to Riverside. Ittospital
for treatment of a serions case of
erysipelas he is mitering with. He
resides in Springfield, IH., but has
been here visiting his brother-in-law,
Captain George Smith, the Oil' of
the steamer Kentucky, tiffio 're-sides
a' 1736 South Sixth street.
To Be Operated Upon.
Underwood was taken
I., Riverside hospital yesterday to be
opefated upon. She is the/ daughter,
of Mr. James Underwood of South ,
Third street.
Badly Cut Arm.
Joseph Kirk of 6t8 South Third
street was badly cut upon the left atm
yesterday afternoon while worleing at
the Starks-Ullman company on North.
Etth-attect. He was cutting some
leather with a knife when the sharts
edge slipped and 'striking the skint
laid the flesh back in such a mannet,
t took eleven stitches to dose the"
wound, which was dresisterl by Dr.
Washburn.
The eternal fltneso or things get..
an awful jolt when one encounters a
woman clerk in a hardware store or
1 man clerk in a Milliner'', store.—
Chicago News.
that session the legislative boards
have amended the ordinance so as
to pernnt grogshop proprieteirs to
take license out for six months. Now
every hquor license had to be taken
up again last evening, as the forme-
granting was Illegal on account of
the incomplete ordinance. There
sire about too of them presented the
council last evening, and those not
protested against were granted in a
Lunch, while those having complaints
in opposing their usual were taken up
i.ne' voted on aeparately, they bring
aa follows:
• 1 he Paducah Distilleries company
of Let South Third street wanted a
Leetise to sell liquor in quantities be-
tween one quart and five gallons, but
this was rejected by a unanimous
sere on the ground that the firm
used obscene literature to advertise
it'- business. The proprietor claimed
rime months ago that the matter
we* gotten out wiltout his consent-
and he desroyed all except some des-
t-ibuted by an office boy who held
it out The license was refuoed
the ugh.
The next protested licence %a•• that
of Dreytels Se Well of its and 117
Nerth Second street, it being one
t.l.ey wanted to sell liquor in packages
iron, a quart to five gallons. They
rake "Devil's Island Gin," add last
it...nth the council refused to grant
the m the license on being shown some
chscene matter advertising this
the objectionable mater heiug a
raked man in diegusting atottide.
V. hen it was taken vp last mght Mr.
Sol Dreyfus, appeared and stated to
the board that a traveling man of his
firm eighteen months ago had the
objectionable cards printed, and that
just as on as he, Mr. Dreyfuss.
learned of the matter being circulated
h.- made the drummer burn the bal-
ance. Mr. Dreyfuss requested the
cooncil, they granted Ms license,
to include in the motion a vindication
of him having circulated advert:sing
neoter of thi* kind.
Rev. Calvin Thompson urged the
conned to reject the licence because
it aid not look reasonable for a drum-
mer to spend his salary paying for
avertising matter for the firm: The
divine's remark.; indicated that he
thought the firm knew of the matter
lying c;rculated.
The council theu voted unanimous-
ly to ewe Dreyfuss & Weil the lic-
ense. the motion carrying the vnidica
twit
The next request up was that of
.1 Rosenthal for is license to open
a new saloon at Thirteenth and Clay.
T.sis was protestd against because
in years past the grogshops in that
section were disorderly and viMed by
!csvel women nightly Mr. Rosenthal
explained he would have his family
right in the building. and could not
afford to run anything but a nice
place. His License was then granted,
Lindsey. Wilson, Meyers, Foreman,
Crandall and Lackey voting for it,
while Duval, Flournoy, Van Meter
and Williamson opposed it. Hcrzog
and Shelton were absent.
• Barney Padgett's application for a
pcimit to open a saloon across from
Rosenthal's was then taken up, and
pretested against on the !same ground,
fear that the vielnity would become
disorderly again. This was granted
hy.ahe same vote of six to four.
Theodore Peters asked for a license
ta toao Broadway. Rev Calvin
hompson opposed this because Pet-
ers was fined in the police court Yes-
terday for selling whiskey without
a license, he having none since last
July. The divine also protested on
•
the ground that hundreds of school
children had to pass the corner every
day going to the Washington build-
•in3. By a unanimous vote the council
zejected Peters' application.
Oscar Denker had in an applicatioa
to open a new place at 10.44 Broad-
way, a few doors from Peters, hut
as Dr. Thompson was present to pep- few details.
tett atainat it for the same cause, Mr. J. W. White had the manage-
ment of the store, his partner being
Mr. James Sirk of the Louis W. Hen-
neberger store, the clatter being en-
gaged all the time at the hardware
North Eighth. Last year his license store. The confinemen
t was telling
had to be revoked because he sold on Mr.
 White's health, and they this-
en Suday. lie claims policemen had posed
 of the establishment to Mr.
it in for him because he would not 
Dobbins, who will convert it into a
department establishment; he he now
elve them drinks and got the nerroes
to buy front his clerk on the Sabbathl... 
number
Kentucky.
operates a  of bourses in
West 
su be could be prosecuted and license lie, white has taken the positioni of general manager of Western Ken-tucky for the Fidelity Mutual Life
l Insurance Company, of Philadelphia,
land will have Lis headquarters in this
1 city. At present he ia just able o
Heave his horns- where he has beets
'confined since last week with illness.
WHITE A, SIRK ESTABLISH-
MENT BOUGHT BY C. D.
DOBBINS
Colonel White Will Become Manager
Of Western Kentucky for Big
Life Insurance Company
passing of children, Denker withdrew
his application.
J. D. Overstreet's license was next
taken up, he wanting to open at goo
taken away. The council voted to
give it to him so he can open now,
those opposing the grant be:ner Lind-
.ray and Duval.
The next up was the application of
II. H Evans to open a saloon at
Twelfth and Tr'imble street directly
cyposite the Trimble street Metho-
dist church. Rev. Thompson and
key. Banks opposed this one on ac-
count 'of it being too close to the
church. The council rejected Evans'
application by every vote except that
of. Foreman, who voted to open the
Vace across from the church.
john Griffin applied for a keense
I. open a grogshop at Lei Kentucky
avenue, but hi* application not ben'.
made out properly, it was laid user
until the next meeting.
It is understood the alderm•
Thursday night will not confirm the
eouncilmanic action of granting lic-
enses to Rosenthal, Padgett and
Overstreet and may take a"-ay one.
or two more.
John L. Gofightly last night with- •
chew the application he had in for a
license to open a saloon near the
union depot. People around there
protested, and rather than let the
matter go to a tote. Golihtty pulled
dais is the request for license.
Mr. C. D. Dobbins, of Kuttawa, K),
has bought the White & Sirk dry
goods and notion store at 354 Broad-
way, and will take charge the last of
this week, the deal having been closed
two weeks ago with exception of a
Edsoa's "Fake" Cigars.
Mr.iEdhon once complained to a
'man ih the tobacco buainess that he
(the inventor) could not account for
the rapidity with which the cigars
disappeared from a box that he al-
ways kept in his office. "The Wizard"
was not inclined to think that he
nessokdel them all himself. Finally he
asked the tobacco man what might
be done to remedy tbe situation.
The latter suggested that he make
up aome eigara—"fake“ them, in other
words—with a well known label on
the outside.
"I'll fill 'cm with horsehair anti
hard rubber," said he. "Then you'll
find that there will not be so many
missing."
"All right." said Vt.. Edison. and
he forgot all about the matter.
Several weeks later, when the to-
bacco man was again calling on the
inventor, the latter suddenly said:
"Look here! I thought you were
going to fix mc up sonic fake cigar'!"
"Why, I did!" exclaimed the other
in hurt surprise.
"When?"
"Don't you remember the flat box
with a green label—cigar' in bundle
form, tied with yellow ribbon?"
Edisan smiled reflectively. "Do you
know," he finally said in abashed
tones; "I smoked every one of those
cigars m)selfr—Saturday evening
Post. •
Then; Who Will Weigh the Coal?
In '1 certain town less than too
miles from Pittsburg are two brothers
who arc engaged in the retail coal
business, says the Coal Trade Bulle-
tin. A noted evangelist visited the
town and converted the elder brother
of the firm.
For weeks after his conversion tl-
brother who had lately "got religion-
endegvored to persuade the other to
join the church. One day, when the
elder brother was making another
effort, lie asked:
"Why can't you, Richard, join the
church as I did?'
"It's all right for you to he a mem-
ber of tbe church," replied Rialiard.
"but if I join who's going to weigh
the coal?"
Any man is apt to feel down in the
month when he is on his uppers,•
Be not uneasy, discouraged or out
:of humor, because practice falls short
of pre-zept in some particulars. If you
. happen to be beaten, return to the ,
I charge.—Marcus Aurelius. 1
FOR USE IN
BIGAMY CHARGE
COUNTY CLERK SMEDLEY
SENT CERTIFIED COPY OF
MARRIAGE LICENSE.
George Gammon is Being Prosecutv!
in Baton Rouge on Charge of
Having Two Wives.
In preparing to prosecnte Georga
F. Gammon of Paducah on the Chart'
of bigamy Prosecuting Attorne,
Hubert N. Wax of Baton Rouge.- .7
La., yesterday wrote to County`Cieer.',-
Ilirom Smedley of this .city to' ftia--*"'s
ward a certified copy shewinetlea
a marriage license has beets issues.
March 30, 1905, for George Gamworset
and Nelfie awe. The clerk made net -
the copy and forwarded it ro Premiers-
tor Wax who wants it for use •i-r
pushing the case against Gammon.
Gammon is a Paducah inan of abate-
thirty-five years of age and nultri0
license wass istted. He left her aftei
Miss Love of this city the day th •
wands and it is claimed wootd.and
wein a young woman of Batas -
Rouge, La., to whom lie was tnatairs,ed .
Its some of Gammon's mail it ohs f
claimed his alleged perfidy was 
covered, and the second' • hceftl8;•; bsirl -
him arrested several` month! ago-'a'
Paton Rouge, where the•ease shatray
c.7.mes up for trial.
Observe what direCtion 'yin&
thoughts and feelings niot readily
take when you are alone, and ratan
then form atolerably correct opinion
of yourself.—Bengel.
ACCIDUNT INSURANC[
Abram L Weil & Co
COVERS A L L ACCIDENTS
Travelers Insurance Co.
BIG GEST AND OLDEST IN WORLD
Office Phone 369:
cAkirom
Both Residence: 726
BUILDING
(Rube ilank zu0 CI, rust C.o.
Capital stock
Surplus
$100,000
$ 34,000
Interest paid on time deposits. Prompt attention given
to business intrusted to us.
6:1 111. brttt, Vrrs't. N. U. (Lutiit. (Cashier.
3IIB faburall.
Watt! litpinrfi Ogli.
1
WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying rent. Let us build the house; you pay for it as you
pay rent. Vacant lots in all parts of the city. Nsce lots on this
proposed car extutudois an Ilkoad to union depot and on Ain
streets from "Jo to kw each. Buy now on instalment pew
while cheap. Trio is the highest ground In the city. Property Is
anvancing rapidly.
M'CRACHEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.
L llard D. Senders, Pres. 1111111Mgr. Phone As.
I3est Kentucky and Illinois Coal
Also dealer in Lime and Cement Agent for Waitehall and Agatite Cement
"IND KING OF CEMINT"
H. M. CUNNINGHAM
Phones 01d#960, New 245 Thirteenth and Adams Stree
•
RING THE CURSE OF SPAIN YOUNG MAN FINOM 
JAPAN, COMPLEXION AND TRAVEL 
NATIONALITY ESTABLISHED. PHONOORAMIC TitiCItS.
',a
*
timple Band Is Known as "Idephia.
to's" and Brings Misfortu.ne
to Dynasty.
There is always a distinction and a
sort of pride in possessing something
which no one else has, even if that
v.-Inethieg is reputed to be a dispenser
II misfortune and history can show
Ott the possessor is sure to get into
'rouble through it. Until very re-
'erntly the Spanish royal family was
re HA unenviable position and tins
tested from about the middle of the
e,xteenth century until after the time
if the Spanish-American war.
This unique but unfortunate posse&
seen Is nothing more or less than an
tnnotint-looking but rather wonder-
ful r:ng, and b ,:ause it is reputed to
Le the carrier of Ill luck It has been
tubbed "Mephisto's ring." In appear-
&ace it is similar to an °raillery mar-
riage band of solid gold with the ex-
ereptlen that it Is set with a large and
perfect emerald, the center of which
bee been hollowed out and contains
a rube so cut as to fit exactly. Around
th, Fe at the edge of the emerald are
alternately set pearls and diamonds of
about the size of pin heads.
Although this ring Is said to be
cline valuable and to have a wonderful
tilstory attached to It, no one can be
fetund in Spain who is willing to take
st even as a gift, and this because it
es universally known what "elleptesto's
T ing'' means.
Titis evil ornament CUBE; into Span.
lel possession at the time of the reign
of II., but how no one seems
to know. History tells that during the
reign of this monarch and those of
bey successors, Philip III. and
VV., the country was slowly but surely
on the decline. This ring was in the
g.tesessiun of all these kings. From
si reign of Philip IV. to that of
Charles IV. the ring cannot be traced,
net it then again springs into exist-
este, and history tel of the die
&serene wars between Spain and Eng
3".nri during the time of the last-named
monarcb.
Next Philip's son, who ascended the
-Ppanish throne as Ferdinand III, It
eaten prisoner by Napoleon and the
epanish throne Is given to the brothel
of the French emperor. Then comet
ne Carlist rebellion under Ferdinand's
daughter, Isabella IL, and the banish
intent of Queen (Ihristina; the war with
the Moors; the banishpoent of Quees
itabella in 1868; the general scenes
et anarchy and bloodshed during the
Fears of 11173 and 1)174, and finally the
quarrels between Spain and her cobo
Wes, which resulted In the disastrous
Ppanish American war.
At the time of the commencement of
the recent war between Spain and the
lUnited States thts ring was presented
by the Spanish royal family to a
church in the hope that having a re
Bemis institution as its owner its evil
tffects would be averted. This did
nothing toward changing Its influence,
for almost immediately after Its recep-
slon 1,y the church this house of wor.
'hip was burned to the ground, and
the ring was thereupon retuned to
It, donor.
It was then given to a museum. hut
like the church, this IOU also destined
:o receive harm. for it was twice (a
thing said never to happen) struck by
lightning. The ring was again re-
turned to the Spanish royal family,
where it rennalged for some time. The
last defeat of the Spanish army and
navy Is claimed to be due to this ring
At present no one will take the re
eponsibillty of the ownership of this
:ewe!, so it has been placed in a strong
box and secretly burled.
Explosive. Gems.
It Is not uncommon for a diamond
In explode soon after it reaches the
surface; sotne have been known to
burst In the pockets of the miners or
when held in the warm hand, and the
:otos is the greater because large stones
are more liable to explode or fly in
pieces than small ones. Valuable
stones have been destroyed in this
way, and it is whispered that cunning
dealers are not averse to allowing re-
sponsible clients to handle or carry in
their warm pockets large crystals
fresh from the mine. By way of safe-
guard against explosion some dealers
Imbed large diamonds in raw potato
to insure fare transit to England.—
London Chronicle.
Eclipse in Mesita.
An engineer who stewed the recent
peurete of the sun from his station in
Malta thus describes the effect of the
iarkness on the inhabitants of that Is-
-and: "The Maltese nearly went mad
with fright, thinking the world was
rowing to an en(l. All the people of
'he village where t am living ran into
:he church, while some rang the
ehnrch bells and some even fired off
large squibs (something of the fire-
works tribe. I mean), but it was all
over in about a quarter of an bout
and then the Maltese left the church
and mad* their way back to their
houses, still looking very much
seared."
Called Els Bluff.
. Miss Cutting—I have often wondered
why you have never dabbled in Mara.
ture, Mr. Glibb.
Mr. Glible—Ah, you flatter ma Milli
Cutting.
"Not at all!" said she. "If I could
spin of fairy tales as easily as you
can. I should certainly try to put
t beta into book form!"—Detreit Free
Press.
Retail Graft.
"Well," said the optimist. "there are
at least two senators who won't do any
erefting the,
"Oh. I don't know," growled the
ennerrned peesimitit hey-'11 both
meke a pretty good rake-off on their
ilLeti..541Vgagealln 42_4 a d
Knew But Few Words of English,
Yet Knew How to Be
Polite.
The other day, at a railroad station
a Japanese young mart was noticed
among several Americans. who were
eating, that is, bolting, their food by
Jerks. lie knew but. few words of Eng
lish, but managed to call for some
oysters and coffee. He ate and &atilt
with most exquisite manners, and at.
tracted much attention by his frequent
use of "I beg your pardon." When he
wanted the pepper, upon reaching for
It., be said in a sweet voice to the man
tefore whom he had to pass his arm:
"I beg your pardon." One coarse fel-
low, who sat slat his hat tilted over
one eye, surprised even hiansell by
pushing the plate of crackers toward
toe polite little Japanese without even
being asked. He did not look up. as
.t ashamed of being caught in the
tet
Conversing afterward with tne young
.tnan Dula JaPAU he admitted that he
knew lead than words of our lan-
guage. I beg your pardon, thank you
if you please and you are very kind
vere phrires lie could speak very dis
Wetly, and by means of them made
his way wherever he went.
Pollieness costs nothing and In the
pes-eort to every p)nd in life. It never
tats to bring returns. This Jap was
unlike a little American girl I know
aged five,
Recently her father brougbt home a
humorous book, teaching politeness by
rtuwirg the tho.-14.ngly bad manners
• • tawny of children.
"Edna," he said, hcee these funny
Lectures and stories will help you to be
more polite."
"It's of no use, papa. It will take
more than a bock to teach me man
tiers. You can't teach an old dog new
triaa."
MORAL VIEW OF "TIPS."
Philosophical Essay Distributed le
the Guests of a Su.menew
Hotel.
At one of the summer resorts wttees
hotel his culnes very near being robbed
of all its urners, the fo,lowing circular
Is given to the guests:
Tips and fees: The eves and annoy.
ances of this custom are generally con-
ceded. Tips are given for one or moire
of the following reasons:
Custom, which is mere imitation.
Fear of being thought mean, which
iowardice.
Desire to be thought generous, which
Is vanity.
Desire to help the poor, wale! is
charity.
Desire for some favor inconsistent
with full justice to otheim, which Is
bribery.
Because, In some places no ream°.
able service can be hoer without tip-
ping. which is a 'bold-up" by ser-
vants. Because some extra service is
wished, not covered by the price paid,
which is commendable desire to pay
for all received
Appreciation of satisfactory service
already rendenred, or of personal bik-
ing, which is generosity and good will.
Our employes have been selected as
self-respecting and unwilling to put
themselves in the place of ordinary
hotel servants. They are neither °b-
esets of charity nor social brigands.
From the first fire motives our
guests should be free, and from the
sixth motive our employes are' free. 11
prompted by the last two, all should
be willing to seep? the plan, carefully
matured after ten years' experiecce, to
pay for extras in the regular bills and
to reward for specially meritoriout
service only at the end of visits:
MAGNIFICENT AND COSTLY.
Beds of Monarchs That Were Worth
Enough to Enrich Ordin-
ary Mortals.
While a certain New York !Icon
boasts a bed costing $10,000, this is by
no means the record holder, for there
are instances of beds far more cost
ly, states the Herald, of that city.
The most magnificent of all was that
presented thg then czar of Russia by
"be shah of Persia some 70 years ago
Possibly appreciating the application
to the Russian ruler of the quotation
that "Uneasy lies the head that wears
a crown," the shah presented a bee
made of crystal, ornamented with all
ver. It was cut from a solid block
anti in addition to being provided with
steps of blue glass, was furnished with
a fountain that through the night
threw streams or scented water intc
the air.
Not so costly was one built In Born
bay for a native ruler some years ago
and which is still in use. At the four
corners were full-size figures of Grecian
maidens, the ones at the top holdins
stringed *instruments, while those at
the foot bore In their hands huge fans
Extending the full length of the bed
was a music box capable of playing
for half an hour before the repertoire
of tene was exhausted.
The weight of the body set thli
music box in motion, while at the same
time the figures at the head of the bee
fingered the strings of their instru
meats, while those at the foot waved
their fans, a concealed motor furnish
lag the power that kept the fans go-
ing all sight long.
The Barber's Substitute.
"What in the world do you want with
a phonograph"
"Oh. you see. I'm a creature of habit
I started recently to shave myself."
"Well"
"But I find I can't concentrate my
mind on the job 'Wee* accompanied
by a steady flow of horac. baseball and
pugilistic talk."—Louisville Courier-
11011nlaill
How One's Beauty and Temper Can
Be Maintained in Spite of the
Dust and Dirt.
--
Evert more important than a kilos:l-
edge of how to appear well groomed
'hen at home is the understandiug of
how to make the best of oneself wile*
traveling. It, is at such a time as this
that even more care man usual is nec-
essary, for what with dust and gr.tne
and pertepiratioa the average woman
soon loses all claim* to Leauty. latex
if proper sleep is also often added to
the already long list of discomforts,
and so, unless my lady is really very
dever, she is apt to discover that she
ecisembles nothing even approaching
good looks when she alights from the
rain to greet her loving though critl-
s1 friends.
Much of the mortification attendant
apon such • condition could be avoided
uy the expenditure of Just a little eg
ire effort. For instance, a, smaii case
should be included in the list of neces.
gates, and this should contain six or
eight widentouthed bottles in which
•lie creams, powder and lotions may
be carried. If the journey is to be a
tong one, the lotions may be carried in
a concentrated form and used by add-
ing an extra amount of water on the
train.
Of course It goes without myths thin
'he wise woman of to-day is sufficiently
informed to avoid the use of soap and
water entirely for the purpose of clean-
ing her face at such times. 'True,
grime and tiny bits of coal and dn.
lees will fly about and imbed them-
selves in the akin in the most delib-
erate and tantalizing fashion, and uatu.
ally the first Impulse of the &filleted
ane is to vanish in the direction of
'he lavatory for the purpose of remov-
ing these disfiguring additions. Un-
fortunately. however, the use of so
much scrubbing and rubbing only
serves to irritate the skin, makes the
face tender and thus readers it hypos-
tible to keep the complexion In any..
thing like r. pleasing conditioa.
The use of the lettuce cream for
sleansing has been so often described
that it will not be necessary to repeat
the deecription, but there are other
methods with which the readers are
lot so familiar, and one of there is le
.he use of pure almond meal mixed
with a simple solution, tne formula for
which has often appeared before. This
•emeely is made I,y adding toga: ounees
Tt SAM* water the juice of one lemon,
ney dram of borax, and one-half dram
sf glycerin. A few drops of tincture of
eenzoin may also be added if desirel.
It is employed by :nixing it with the
tenond meal Into a thin paste, and
:hen spreading it carefuns over rue
ace and neck and &Hewing it to remain
'or a few roornents. This can easily
be arranged even when traveling by
list of all cleansing the face with the
Lettuce cream and then applying the
paste, and allowing it to remain weds
the greater part of the toilet Is being
oompleted. This paste may then be
sashed off carefully, a good powder
itisted on, and the skin will look as
refreshed and improved as though a
good masseuse had been expending et.
:orts upon it.
For those who have not the patience
experiment witn the paste and who
seraist in frequent ablutions, the al-
mond meal itself, sprinkled in the we-
er, will be fourid to be excellent la
awe et soap.
BAMBOO FERN STAND.
t% Is Easily Constructed and Make*
an Attractive Rustic Ornament
for the House.
This is an easily-constructed wand
hat costs but very little. It may be
made either of bamboo or rustic
'ranches. The bamboo can be bought
it almost tilly oil and color dealer's,
and st most furnishing warehouses.
Three lengths of suitable height are
CA ze BE MADE AT HOME
required, and two circular pieces of
rood. Holes must be burnt in the
bamboo, then long brass screws are
pased into the boles and screwed into
the wood. The wood should be stained
tor painted. and Ore edge, if liked, may
be finished with fancy gimp, fixed on
by tacks.
When Gentleman Precedes.
At the theater the gentleman pre.
cedes the lady and stands at the en-
trance to their seats to allow her to
pass in first. The same at church. The
gentleman takes the lead also in leav-
ing. He will assist.the lady in putting
Dn her wraps before he puts on Ms
own overcoat.
With Liege Hips.
The woman with the large hips
should have her long coat almost
insight under the rTnii. to Rattan the
amen 4.011,
'Him" Was No Dage Because Me Had
Some Uncles Who Were
“ceps.”
There might be room for argument
over the proposition that the trade or
profession makes the man; but in cer-
tain cases there could be no doubt
about the relation of calling and ex.
traction, says Youth's Companion.
A worker among the children of
New York's slums was endeavoring to
get together a class of boys for the
&Ingle' teacher at her setUement.
Happening upon a little boy hanging
about • corner fruit stand, the settle-
ment worker accosted him and ex-
plaining about the class, asked him 11
he would not like to Join. The child
grinned and seemed willing.
Then the lady espied another boy
sUll smaller, whom she had not no-
ticed at first.. He too, was bangla.
about the fruit stand, and ervidenUy
belonged with the ocelot
"Oh, and your little feload there.'
she said. pleasanUy, "wouldan Is like
to come and sing, too?'
The first child's coloring 'Peke in
disputably of Italy, although his sPoiet
smacked of the Bowery. The smaller
boy's hair was also dark. When no
reply came to her question, the lady
west en talking, trying to Ingratiate
barged.
"Your friend is Italian, too?" she re
marked, interrogatively.
At this the little Italian stared hare
at the lady, then broke into nueni
speech-
"Him," he exclaimed, pointing to the
smaller child. "him a dagor Tiler
with a derisive laugh, "I guess nit'
W'y, him's got three uncles wotn
cops!"
SHE OWNED A PIANO.
But Possesslon of It Did Noe Weigh
Against Her Chances
for Relief.
A little girl at a recent Christmas
entertainment in one of the college set
tiements talked grandly to visitor,
about "our places" Pietro played os
the piano to amuse the children evt
dently brought the subject to her
mind, relates the New York Sun.
One very practical women who eon
tributes much to the supnort of the
settlement heard the child's remarks
"It seems to me," she said, rather
censoriously to the head worker, "that
a child wholes family owns • Nam
1.n't really suffering for need of help
There are plenty who are really in
need. and I don't thiak it right te
exclude them in fasor at one wilt
owns a piano"
Seeking oat the chid. the bead
worker questioneed her closely
"Did you say you had a piano at
your house?" eke asked
"Yes. Indeed," responded the child,
cheerfully
"Is it yours or your mother's?"
"It's mine; Santa Claus brought it
to me last year e
Light began to dawn on the settle-
ment worker's brain
And how large is your piano- -as
big as that!" pointing to the upright
in the Tema.
"Oh, no, mine Is a teenty weenty
btt of a nue, just about so high." and
the little girl leaned down and melts
ured a distance of 12 or 15 inches
from tie floor.
It tanned out to be a child's piano,
presented by the settlement itself a
year previously.
TOWN SAVED BY FORES r.
There Have Been Instances Wherein
Planting of Trees Has Done
the Week.
Baby forests are some of Pude
Sam's peen Successful forest planting
has been done for some time In Nebras
ki, and now a new nursery is being
planted in California near Santa Bar-
bara Seeds of trees suited to tire ell
mate there will be grown and In abcu:
two years the seedlings will be read;
to be transplanted to their permanein
locations. The ripper water shed of
the Santa 'Inez rivsr now Is quite bees
or sparsely coverea with chaparral
'This is the water shed which supplies
the town of Santa Barbara with wenn-,
and it will be the first scene of attempt
at reforesting. tlood forest growth is
essential both te preserve the water
and to avoid the washing down of silt
If unchecked this would ruin the res-
ervoir. The enterprise is one phase cl
the national endeavor to induce and le
conserve the rainfall as wet' as to die
tribute the resulting water by tne irri-
gation work. Italian irrigation has
been termed the most economical in
utilizing water supply. and the most
highly developed system of adminis-
trative control. India's system is slid
to Illustrate examples of irrigation on
the largest scale, and America's yielda
the most rapid deesloprnent.
New
garden
of the
plains.
the United States government as a
gift. The plan II to put them in the
Wichita Forest reserve. Bisons do not
thrive in a city perk, but the govern.
spent herds nearer to a wild state are
Increasing The American tunics may
be saves from extinction, after all.
Buffalo in New York.
York city has in its zoological
a herd of 35 Insane. survivors
herds that once trampled the
Fifteen have been offered to
In the Crowded Car.
"There's one thing I notice about Mr.
Sultisch when he rides," said the
homey girl, "he bounces up and down
in his seat—"
'link!" 'Interrupted the observant
girl, "whenever I see trim riding he
just bounces down in his seat and
hides behind hie aewspaper."—Platia.
4,:phis Press.
S DABNEY
—DENTIST—
Truehart Building
TEL. eir R
NOTICE
Nithest Prices Paid for Secoad-Hand
STOVES AND FURNTTURE
Hay anything and ssIJmrYthusig.
sill-eso Court Street: we Phase
szadA.
Clem Fransiola
MOVING WAGON IN CONNEC-
TION.
I
WOW IS THE TI fide
THIS IS 'I' HE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INC OORA • )
a 3e6 B 1113 t• Day and Night
• sestielogue School
Excursion
St. Louis and Tennessee River Packs.
et company—the cheapest and has
excursion oat of Paducah,
••••••••
wVUin For the Round Trip taTennessee river & retar '
It is a trip of pleasure, condole
and rest; good service, good tea
good roams, etc. Boats leave ease
Wednesday and Saturday at s p. en
For other information apply to Jae 4-
Koger. superintendent; Frank Ii
Brown, agent.
O. D•
latereeting Tricks That Are Per-
formed with a Teeking
Mathias.
80E18 interestrag sad amusing
"stoats" that may be perforated with
a leaking machine, grapbophooe or
ph000greph are described. In addl.
Men to the machine itself. says IA*
Seientific Americas. The author notes,
a recorder and a Sew Wilk records
will be needed! The Arst trick, which
he MONS the "Speecle by Tom
Thumb," is thus performed:
"The mackine must be Needed IBS
as high as possible, and an aaatenacee
meat recorded oa a blank la • deeph
load voles. The machine should be
quickly slowed down to eighty revolu-
tions per Waste, and the &beech or
monologue recorded at that speed,
care being taken to articulate dis-
tinctly. When the blank is full and
reproducer ma, be substituted lor the
recorder, and the machine be brought
lin again to high speed at which the
eanoanommant was made. When the
record is reproduced at this speed Use
the matt will be the loud voles od
the eanownesment. followed by a Me
Id, plachodup little voice making the
speech.
The &woad utak described Ls the
reproduction of a whistling duet, in
which both parts are performed by
the sane person. This Is effected as
follows:
"Pat is a blank. and after the ensue
is at about IN revalutkos whistle
some popular piece of which you
know the second part. When the
record is full set the recorder batik
to the beginning agate Without IOW
ping the machines. When tin teem&
tag points gets to the easeneeneleadlit
of the ;deem the first page will MSS
faintly in the reeordwr, thus shin
the ens and the pitch for the sealiki.
which should be recorded not quite se
loudly as the first.
"Several modilleatiose of this es-
pertzaent will suggest themselves. The
first may not be perfectly successful,
but that need not be considered a
drawback, as a spoiled record can be
easily cleaned with a rug and a little
kerosene. The rubbing should be
lengthwise of the cylinder till the uses
are all removed, after which a soft
cloth is wrapped around tie record
to give a polish. Hard or gold mold-
ed records may also be cleaned in tidal
way, which fact suggests another
amusing trick.
'This will call for two record&
preferably ta'aing selections. which
are exact duplicates. One of these is
'doctored' by cleaning off the latter
bait, the rest Icing protected by •
piece of writing paper wrapped aroused
anti it-cured by an elastic band. On
'hi. I lank iptce raviolis remarks
• : rec...r.led, wbs.h should 'be
very different frees those orig.uetey
there. The I record Is tu be
played through lint. 1‘ =ler sail.ag
that you will repeat It the sseeed A.
on., la quickly substituted In the gia.
cLme, and, of course, starts off exact-
ly like the first one. V.ebtir Use doo:
tiered' portion is reached. howevee,
a change will be noticed, but cannot
be accounted for by the hearers.
"By taking two records of entirely
different character, cutting each in
two, and putting on a half of one and
a half of the other, we can often jump
from the sublime to the ridiculous by
quickly flipping the reproducer across
the gap from one to tbe other. With
care the thinner half one of these
records may be slipped halfway on,
In a reversed position. ani when made
to run true will produce everything
backward. A curious thing about
such records is teat the voice one
hears in the proper direction is in-
stantly recognized when reversed, but
Is, of course, unintelligible."
People
Say
OUR PIER.FUMILS
AMC BEST
Just sample any other per-
Issue in town and then procure
the same odor from us. You'll
say there is a great difference.
"THERE'S A REASON." We
knows, how to buy perfumes.
We know bow to store re-
turners. We know how to show
you perfumes. Our knowledge
of these. requisites is what en-
able us to give you perfumes
that have not detorisied since
coming into our possession.
J. IL Oehlschlamer
DRUGGIST
SXTH AND BROADWAY
WE USE
The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONERS
WHY?
Pk
because it irons smothly, so.
rough.
Second.
The button holes,
holes match.
Third.
or seed
geed
Negligee 0.s.ref with buttes& •
are ironed perfectly sad with-
out injury.
Pour&
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often sees is miss-
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us yoter laundry.
Star Laundry
'Phone aora
Truth About lifoonshiners.
Novelists who have written about
moonshiners have cast about them •
glamor that is not real We are led
to Infer from works of fiction, says the
at. Lents niobe-Democrat, that the
moonshiner makes whisky and refuses
to pay tax on it purely on pi-Inc:plc
Es does it to show that he hal a free
And untrammeled soul, according to
the writers. And he is•always poseesee
N of a pretty daughter, As a matter
of fart. the moo.nshiner makes whisky
end avoids the tax for revenue ably
and his daughter is a "fright" The
whisky, too, is atrocious. The oleo-
margerine-maker is a nicer person than
the moonshiner: he is not so averse to
water thee he never takel a bath and
he does not regard murder an a pas-
time. So we would commend him to
our writers of .nmance as a worthier
subject than his mountaineer proto-
type. He is more accessible and safei
and in time can be made a picturemeis
Retire.
Smokeless Pipes.
It would scarcely appear that a fac-
tory could build up a profitable trade
Is pipes which could not be molted
under any circumstances through the
fact that the stems were Marie solid
histead of hollow, but there is a Lao
tory in England which makes thou-
sands of gross yearly. They are sold
Le the shooting palleries, where a pip*
has always been found one of the
alseapest and at the same time most
saghtfactory targets. One shrewd pea
Ng found that he cosid make this
goods cheaply by not piercing the
stems, and practically occupies that
field. all by himself.
The Ways of Men.
Few doctors are willing to teae
their own medicine; 'when a lawyer
gets into trouble he hastens to hire
an attorney, and it Is hard for pore
pie to admire an artist who palate 
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▪ absent-mindedly about the roadways of
the. cotmtry-side or the alleys of the
hundreds of setui-desertal villages.
Their sons and daughters have grow= up
and gone to seek their fortuees in the
west. Not one In a huna red of them will
over return to hoe and spade the rocky
'sid Meth fields again.
Cheering.
"Didn't those hideous earn pa I g,e
eariestures make your wife angry?"
"NO," answered the serene poli-
tician. "After studying tbem carefully
ithe has concluded that! am not near-
', as lisetelY as I Might be."—Wash-
agton Star. ,
Yin* Sissailtals in Africa.
Positions as matrons of mine hos.
itale are much sought after by nurses
a South Africa. Nearly all the Johan-
esbnrg mines bar their private ho,.
lists, the matrons of which are well
Us
°I1STENOGRAMERS' ENCILJSK
genie of Their Blunders Make tbil
Employor's We a Burdett-
1.
, la some stenographic systems ea
arbitrary sign may strind for one, two
Of "yen three words. Sometimes the
adietreaslation of one of these signs
$eeds to funny results, says Success
Magazine.
'The deed shocked the nation to the
'Wert-core," was what was said, and the
j tffiewritar evolved: 'The deed shocked
1r. the notion to the hard car." "Themes
Was but transient. though was hard13
reoegnisable as "The rammer was
tales end thmugh." A narand wi-
lled.' was ovIdeatly ta that girl's mind
'As guano& fed the Jews," wasta
gesiously tortured by another young
womaa Into "As mamma fed the Aye."
Yet she was a Sunda./ &awl Wacker.
"Plays, creeps and Wealth. Use lase.
Ont." crooned tie• mew ace day, mouth-
fag the opening uses of some projected
aaay ranee. When the 1
-19eweltes
lagged out: "Plays crape sad leaves the
blaimest," he scanned be; visage
ramid: "The voice of Dr. Joesliee
Wel beard calling for sasistaace." and
mese out: -The vie, of Dr Josh Igke
was bard killing four assistants."
Wlien "Bet she hold Jake too Nearly
Der that. awl so—paimed es." wee No-
tated, and it tam" out: "But No held
Jades, two, drawing for that and as
punk one." would It have been useset
to met the girl at the suckle* with
as elementary knowledge of gambliagf
Occasionally a new beast or bird M
discovered by the typewriter. Mgr
"The ses-quall was, etc "the intention
being "the sequel was, etc." This was to
thee with a blunder made by the same
girl, who had avowed that "a gall sunk
the schooner," lastest' of "a gale:" Oa
another occasion she deelared that a
pair of lovers "hatched up a pretty
squirrel:* inefead of their having
-patched up a petty quarrel."
'loving confessed that one* upon a
tiaie Abe had been a waitress in a Levu Ler
restaurant, the reason Is clear why
"Foist the males of the dynasty** was
Nicked out: 'First, the melds of the
diaaersty.'"This sounds Ilk, a salads-
gage" but it Ls fearful fact.
"The president au heard with so-
felaini." dictated the man. *The present
wee bard with a clam." was v. bat the
typewriter insisted that he had said, as
eas taarfulls hunteel for her Dotes.
A Few Instances.
EXODUS OF IRISH YOUTH.
Aged Parents and Leal Brothers
a.ad Sisters Lett in Use
Villages.
It is largely as a result of the unpno
eidested loss of half Itc population in
• bait a century that the present condition
• of rural Ireland Is so interesting a study.
Gaye Plummer F. Jones. In American
Monthly Review of Bellows. The do-
populatkes of Ireland has largely
(*angel: tie life of the people, and the
Ireland et to-day lacks inu le of being
Ike Ireland .of Co years ago.
Owing to lack of labor, the former in-
tensive cultivation uf tbe eon has
leased. Tillage has been superseded ty
asstarage. Thousands of acres that in
former years were teeming with laborers
planting aml working potatoes and
turnips. and harvesting wheat and oats.
are now turned out In grass, and the
some of the labor( re and the het tire of
serbee have been hushed, aad In their
plate can be beard the lowing of cattle
end the tinkling of .Deep
In all ports of the middle, eolith and
west of Ireland one sees ee !deacon of
this remarkable change--more retrarlo
able since the signs of former possessiot
and cultivation are still so evident. For
SO years the young and vigorous farm
hands have been dropping the hoe and
, Rade and emigrating to America. lea?
-.tag behind theti to attempt their work
tbeir Infirm old parents and their little
brothers and sisters. The hildreu
dream through their boyhood and girl:
hood of the time when they in .urn CAD
go down to Queenstown and sell ou the
.big ship for New York or Bmiton.
Whole villages have thus been robbed
of their young people. end %oat country
sections that once teemed with vigorous
farm laborers now contain but a handful
of men who are really espaliie of hard
• g labor. Indeed, one of the moststriking
and at the same time moo melnneholy,
sights in rural irelioul to-day is the un-
usually large number of despondent-
looking old men and women who mope
s'1(
e ' ' lid sail here 0013efel1able Sperlilieletek
t,
-
4..
Unwarranted Attacks Upon Ream
edies of the "Patent"
Variety.
---
ft has been eSorged by oise or we
eastern magazine, that "patent" toed.
tclues are injuring mese who use
thew, sou, en tue.se statemema are I*
Lie useu as arguments tor .he paseege.
at etie &teat ieeutiatIve session, os laws
proniutueo use buil of these modkenes,
the nacre* of a Criicago statistician
are co unusual lutenist and impor-
tance.
That lame than mee-twentioth as
many persons are Injured by the use
of 841 oatezit medicines, co which it
Las ueea puesibie to Meru Ute trade
name, or the name of the meouthc-
turer, as are injured by carbolic acid
4:01le,is one of (ne facts proven. Car-
woo ado is sever Lueuitiosed in the
atutcss, probably for the reason that
.t is exciusively employed in mediae-
Lion by the regular "schools of mod-
wine and does sot same tato mammal-.
Lion with teem, as do Eke "petsme
medicines.
Tke compilation oovers cassa
reportau in the newspepere of Use
ixelatry during the period betties
Juno ei and November L As tlie sera
toes of numerous press chiestag ba-
ntams were euitaged m harms& dep.
pleas of ‘11Wei of poisealam lasso hi
reasuisabie maunder that every pea
soaLag case that has postured has sa
owed tato the eoassaleaboa.
Nome of the Girl asses is a sideof
suited% or fatatagrusd muds, or a ease
"keret& a anis or pathos was swot
with ertudeal latent. The same oes
Joao of at rig y the me or &sea
aed..at Woos,d medicaass, drams et
palemers. and &eta and Lawry by ma/
practice. Of these amass IN were
faLal, lel Meths adults and lel alga
area.
Ot 40 eases of atlesped mai/Teeth*
tl were fatal and De lavoived ortestaai
operatioas. of six caste Involving
•siatent'' mediclooe, the trade same GI
which could be learned after &Agent
Inquiry, five were fataL Your were
eases where orenIoses were taken, two
were cases where the medicines bad
been carelessly left within the mesh
of children who, childlike, ate or dome
the contents of Ute package. There 111
not a recorded case where injury was
caused by use, according to direatiosa
of "patio t" medicines, but there ihril
recorded cases where prescriptions
have been written or filled wrong.
La 212 of the 697 oases the wrong
mealtime was taken, oe polsoa was
taken in mistake for medicine. In 11111
cases bottles were left within the rowel
of chtldren, and in 96 cease overdose"
were taken by mistake.
Carbolic acid figures In 141 of fbe
cases., or in one case in every flea ft
was fatal In 62 cases. Ot theme fatal
cases 32 were adults and 20 childrea.
It was ad nein is treed by mistake 01
OWNs three time...
Morphine ranked second with if
cases, 46 of which were fatal; 3$ adults
and eight children. It was takes hy
mistake als times. sad left within the
reach of children SO times. Overdoses
were taken 41) times, 21 of the persoos
tacluded In the 40 being hat:titles. It
was aduiloistered, direct, by a physi-
cian once: was administered to a
child by an older child once, and ad-
ministered by a medical student three
times.
Laudanum ranks third with 43 cases;
16 fatal; 12 adults and Meer children
It was taken by meetake 16 times left
where children could get le ten times,
and overdoses were temeen I/ times.
Strychnine ranks Ilourth with 24
cases; IS fatal. tee be &delta and tea
to children. It wait taken by mistake
seven times: left in reach of children
lo times and acitalaistered by tatstake
of parent once.
Ammonia ranks fifth with 14 case.,
none fatal. It was aLes by mIsLans
tor medicioe ten Urns§ and left witlua
the nub of children four times.
Three deaths were caused by the bee
at bay rum as a beverage. Nine death.
were cased by the use of Florida era
ter as a beverage.
Lye was taken by mistake for mot
iclne Iv, times, and was taken by chit
dren eight times, being responsible fen
three deaths. There were 34 cases of
ptomaine poisoning, resulting In nine
deaths.
Practically every known poison en
tors into the 07 cases, and the figures
show eonclusively that "patent" rued
'tines, while they are vastly ahead is.
the number of times used in the aver
age housebold, are far behind whes II
eonies to poisoning, or injuring thorn
who cee, or acoldentelly misuse, them.
—Ex t Range.
Earthquakes in China.
Very curious were some of the is
plauations given by Chinese of the r•
cent earthquakes which have bee&
felt at Hongkong, Canton and Macao.
The Hongkong Daily Press tells about,
them: "The famous dragon whose
privdtge it has been to give an °sea-
done! shock to the earth's crust is not
bald responsible for the recent scare M
in Macao and elsewhere. Some Chi-
aking India Paper.
nese attribute the last shocks to the 
The process by which India paper is
water-dragon of Canton, whose anget 
made Is a secret known to but three
has been raised by the reclamation 
living persons. When one dies another
COLORADO DEPUTY'S SHOT
Sheriffs Aid Who Could Do Wend"
tul Things with His
Revolver,
While Deputy Sheriff William Rote
alcison was in the once "bad" town di
Coffeyrille, Kan., he got some of the
Dalton !melt in his veins and listened
Vs the stories of bow four of the Del-
eeuw met death at the hands of earn
ma statkined In a shed and shooting
through a knot:ohs relates lb* Denver
Times They *Ai Kr. amalgams
stories el what wadi Mots elm Dal
tow were and bey they picked et
every man time appsanid oaths streets
with • guas
Who. the Deaver deputy was oa the
train some stranger entered Into a 0012,
venation about what creek *hooters
there were in Kansas about the time
the Dalton/ blew into Coffeyville sad
secured several thousand dollars from
a beak.
Rosaldseil mid, "Yes, there were
ems good marksmen there, but It
easy to hit a man with • Winchester
in Colorado we use a Colt almost es
elusively. Of course, we have no crack
marksmen, but I believe I might pleb
off a prairie dog there while the treJo
Is moving."
The stranger dashed a eve-spot la
Deputy Roaaldeon's face and It wee
covered. Roasideost snapped out his
IS-caliber Colt sad wittiest maelk do
liberation, and wail' the train was le
rapid metes", ant Me Kansas psal
tie esig to the stoma' sleep.
Depot, Sheriff William Bealelassa
of Desver. was five dollars ter lie WO
sad tremolo ea the sheriff's taros au
Mc would tabs • Inadrel aleatiai
lists that Ronalesesi cook, de the tams
alga Ones oat of tea.
TALE OF A TAILLESS CAT.
rellas and the Inieleset et Caudal
Preservation Wttisout the
Aypendage.
is well known that Manx eata
have no tells." says a writer Is the
Scientific American: "only 
slight
stumps, and that the offspring of sue!
In other parts of the world, in Use
Ira generation at least, are In the
same abnormal eusclition WhIle am
lag In Scotland 30 years ago we had •
Mans kitten given to us, which, al.
thosigh born there, was tailless. The
door of our breakfast room was "prim-
shutting, like most of the screen doors
La this country, but opening only to-
ward the inside. Before the kitten was
fullgrown he had learned to let hie.
self is by 'making trona the mashie
bat River learned, althoegh we atm
tried to teach has, to pull It open from
the inside.
"It was not, however, the opernlas
of the door from the outside to wheels
I wish to call attention—any cat &odd
have easily beamed to do that, but the
fact that invariably, after he had •
pushed it and got his Way partially
in, he made a rapid turn or whirl I.
prevent the tall that was not there
(but heredity impressed on him the
fact that it onaht to have been) from
toeing caught between the closing door
'and Its frame.
"This he did dozens of times every
day so long as we bad him, and was
always willing to show off before our
neighbors, as he never seemed to reo
ognIze the fact that he had not a tall
ithe his neighbors."
CORAL-REEF FINANCE.
Term Applied ta she Patient, ()resale
Growth of Rothschild's
Fortane.
"la the first place." it shouid be rs
membered that the Rothschild fortune
is not industrial," says Vanes Thomp-
son, who writes of "The Rothschilds of
Frances' in F:verybody's. "It has ab-
sorbed many industries and many rail.
ways—like the !Igoe du Nord—but al-
ways by political and financial coupe
And it is the least frenzied of !Mance%
By reason of its slow, cold. patient ao
cumulation one might call it (since
phrases are the mode) coral-reef
"peace, no solidly has It been built upin
the dusk and silence of the underworld
of polities.
"And the fortune of the French bons.
to-day exceeds ten milliard& That
meane $2,000,000,000 Imagination bog-
gles at so huge a sum—it seems
merely an endless caravan of cipher*.
this 10,000,000,000 of Franck money.
They own or control ell the precious
metals, the prime materials, mines,
credit, the Bank of France, all the
Means of trasspors, both railways and
waterways—so tar as the canal system
sees—next to the city, which owns all
public buildings, they are the greatest
owners of lands rod houses in Paris—
round the Arc de Triomphe, the Champs-
Elysees, the Bois de Boulogne, the Pare
Monceau, and, notably, the Care du
Nord, entire streets belong to the
Rothschilds; their .gieteaux dot the
provinces; in land W no they posses"
400,000 acres."
works. Coolies are dumping daily
boatloads of sand and "tone on the
poor dragon's back, and the beast at/A-
urally feels hurt"
Preposterous.
nes/bolt—I bad such a funny-dream
last night.
Dinguss—Wbat was it?
"I dreamed that I asked you for the
money you owed me, and you paid le"—
Chicago Tribans.
Too Badly Crippled.
Manager—Iron's the new fullback
coming along?
Cepteln of the Football Team—Oh, he
easel klek.---glaicago Journal.
Is let into the mystery. In this way
It has been preserved ever since it was
invented by at office: in the English
artoy. Other thin papers are made,
but India paper is peculiar in that
print on one side does not show
through on the other.
Science to the Fore.
We find Intellect workbag not se
much in literature as in the domain of
science, which has brought forta dor-
Ing the last few years many strange
and wonderful discoveries. If we have
not had the poems of a Keats or •
Shelley, we have had wiretess tele.
graph, radius I-rays and a number of
tindred disooveriesooLOndon Acad.
NOT ALWAYS BEAUTIFUL
Models for Artists Are in Many
Cases Quite Plain of
Feature.
'One of the mast preposterous Ideas
ha existence is that regarding the pay
of models and their 'boldest attrae
Uveness." Mr. Robert BrIngturst says.
9n this country a majority of the
models are employed In art schools
or by instructors of cheeses in paint
lug, drawing or modeling, and foe
purpcsees of Instruction any figure le
geed enough.
"A budding artist can learn to draw
and paint, study anatomy and propor.
Lion, just as well from a homely
model as from one that Is surpassing.
I. beautiful. There te no need if
the letter at all. ft one presents tier
salf, all well and good, but as the
schools and instructors are entirely
tadependent in their needs she must
be eoutent with the same pay that
rules for all ta the des. whir* is
generally est more than a dollar ter
a threabour posing 'earn. AS the
work is, after all, only anskilord labor,
lt Is an exceptionally good rate of pay
at that What °Wiles here also ob.
tains for more thten half the model
wont abroad, yet the averse person
always eonjuree up a dream of toren-
SUS when an artist's model I. men
theasa and associates the wont with
esseneratioa of a dollar or mere as
boar.
w0/ emerge, where as artist regains
a partirtlar line ci model, as matter
waft the especial requiremeat may be,
the law ter supply and deputed seeps
in aad regulates pay, for inc Slam In
sesoidaace with 113 Inexorable man.
Ws& If the supply of that sort et
model Is short the price runs high.
I have heard of modals who received
sward dollars an hour. But there are
Me many satisfactory Individuals will-
ing to pose for whatever they can get
to make such a condition any other
than most exceptional."
BUCKEYE INCASED IN GOLD
Mew Orleans Han Values Very Highly
Ms "Lucky" Norse
Citestnet.
9 wouldn't sell that thing for $1,000
If I lost It I'd hunt for it like the
knights of King Arthur bunted the
Holy Grail. That thing exercised •
hoodoo that hung about me for five
rears. That thing stays with me till
I die."
All this, with great eenvietiou, says
the Kansas; City Star. &best a little
buckeye incased In a small geld cage
that hung on the watch fob of Herbert
Herring. a New Orleans man.
"Up to September 7, 1300. I hal
been ths victim of bad luct, of sae
sort and another," he said. "That dio
I was going to Galveston. It was Fri
day. I recollect that the train was
delayed half a dozen times before ii
reached the .city, and I was fuming
We got there at last and last as
was leaving my car I saw this buck
eye lying on the opposite seat. I
picked it up and put it in my pocket
I bad irtended going to tbs Bled'
hotel that night, but after picking up
that buckeye I suddenly changed my
mind. A good mrny guests at the
Bleak hotel perished is the flood next
night
'hater on at New Orleans ! was out
fishing In a catboat with three other
men A squall struck us. The others,
who could swim, were drowned
ean't swim a stroke but I had my
buckeye and I was raved. After that
had the thing fixel in this gold case
Lad theta why I treasure it."
Itrope's Jewelry Center.
Pforzheim Is city of about 66,00:-
populatien amt is devoted almost so
elusively to the manufacture of jewel-
ry, there being about 6G0 factori-e
where jewelry is made. It is the jew-
elry center of Europe. The various
manufarturers are very energetic and
are careful te study the wants of theit
customers and endeavor to please them
regarding dezigns. prime and terms of
sale. From presect indications the
shipment of jewelry to the Philip/stars
will amoent to obont $100.000 for the
fiscal year. With the American manu-
facturer's aSvantage in distance and
machinery--as much of the Worzhean
Jewelry is made by hand--it appellee
that we should capture more of the
trade of the islands.
Influence of
To Irving more than any other man
Is due the change that has taken place
ta London in recent years in the social
001111.1011 of actors—a change which has
come within my own memory. write,
E. S. Nadal, in Scribneree When
first went to London in 1S70 Tntre Wars
co actors in society When I came back
In 1677 there were a good many of
them to be seen about. The:e w2o
growing up a •..'ociely which %RS coin
posed of succeeeful artists, the new
rich people, and the professional
classes, with a sprinkling of such of
the older society at had a fancy for
art and the theater. In that societ7
the a:tors lad not only a good, but a
distingetshed place. •
Queer Sunday Law.
In Spain drug stores are permitted
to sell drugs all deo on Sunday, tot
to deal lit perfumery on that day is
unlawful. Candy cannot lawfu:kir be
sold later than 11 o'clock in the (ore'
soon unless no clerks or aseletants are
employed. Proprietors may keep open
all day if they do the work themeelves.
Russia Then and Now.
Times have not ...biscuit much in a
Century'. In 1801 it was said that Al-
exander I. rode in a procession through
the streets of St. Petersburg precedoe
by the assattrins of his rrendfaUser,.
followed by those of his So.s.er area '
surrOunded by WM own.
A MYSTERY SOLVED.
Such important problems as the Pau.
ants canal question, the future of Rus-
sia, frenzied nuance and the like were
mere bageoelles to the "Thirty Club."
It is indeed a misfortune that President
Roosevelt newer heard of the "Thirty
Chum: It is an organization without a
charter, and its cutill tiers are men of all
caLilugs. the ulettiug place is the hotel
omoe, the tune eater midnight, and tho
must promo...sit members of the order
are the printers wno work on the morn-
ing papers. (ix these there are a half-
dozeu. When the knights ot topography
appear they deal out the latest telegraph
news, and long before the morning pa
pets are issued for the rest of the world
the "Thirty Club" has settled every-
thing.
Lockwood, the stage maniger; Kro-
mer, the traveling salesman; Cromwell,
the butter and egg expert for a South
Water street firm; Humphrey, the ree-
taurant man, and Davis, whose calling
was for a loag time a mystery to all, are
ether members of this nightly senate.
When the policies that involve the
destlalee of nations are disposed of the
"Thirty Club" turns its consideration to
other leas important matters. Stories
are sometimes the rule. Some of the
stories told at the -Thirty Club" are so
good that famous after-dinner speakers
'would give anything to bear them.
Davis, "the mystery," as he was
termed by some, Is one of the beat stOry
tellers in the crowd. His experiences
have been most varied. Whenever he
via the floor the rest of the club listens
Intently.
Being a versatile member, always
good-natured, and err ready to tell a
joke, of which he Is Invariably the butt,
chlealb..s a welcome member in the -Thirty
Despite his verbosity, however, Davis
still held within an atmosphere of re-
serve that warned away the inquisitive.
lie never told the -Thirty Club" what
be did for a living. Inasmuch as he
chose this course, no member presumed
to ask enlightenment Nevertheless,
every member took a great interest it
Davis. All wanted to know what he did,
but none dared to ask. Finally it became
a rule when any knotty problem was
presented to a single member of the
club to answer: -That's as deep a mys-
tery as Davis' job."
One morning Davis did not take as
much interest in the doings of the-Thir-
ty Club" as usual. He calne in the
office without greeting the crowd.
When the "Thirties" adjourned that
night Davis was seen to hand a roll con-
taining 46 crisp VA) bills to the night
clerk for safekeeping.
Ile offered no explanation for the big
mini of money he carried. If such a
thing was possible the mystery sur-
rounding the talkative member's busi-
ness deepened.
Next night Davis was absent front
fell call. The clerk volunteered the In-
formation that he -pek)eup and left."
For several nights the bank roll was the
subject of conversation. The -Thirty
Clubs could have used the talents of
Sherlock Holmes. The fate of Rusala
was nothing to tbe mystery surrounding
Davis. Finally it gave up trying to
solve the mystery. Davis was gone sod
they decided to forget that he was ever
a member of the "Thirty Club."
Three weeks later Kromer packed his
grip and bid the club good-by. He W3I1
off fur the trip in Wisconsin, Minnesota
and the Dakotas. He. too, was soon
forgotten. Nothing called him to mind
again until a telegram came one morn-
ing early. The message was addressee:
-The Thirty Club, P— Hotel, Chicago:
(Do not deliver until after midnigbto
Have solved the mystery surrounding
Davis. Arrive Chicago 3:30 a. in. Hold
club until I arrive. Will,explain.
"Kromer."
The message was delivered at one
o'clock 111 the morning. It was present.
ad to ("Reitman Olmmell by the night
clerk. The chairman read it to the
"Thirty Club." It is needless to say
that the members watched the clock
tick slowly urtil the Movie pointed to
3:30. The. thl. env ..r,Ae became ter-
rible. At .6e ca rolled up to the
door. and Ki canto grips In Land, stepped
out. Ile ran into the hotel, and as be
removed his gloves he began his story:
"Fellows, I see the 'Thirty Club' is all
acrounted for except Davis. I know,
however, where heist about now. When
I was headed for Chicago a train ahead
of its ens wrecked. My train arne up
to the wreck and along with a party of
traveling men we went down the track
to see Ulf. smash-tip. As we came up
fanallier figure, clad in long overcoat
and high boots, approached. It was
Davis. !le was as hapPY as a lark. After
greeting me he explained 'that his two
carloads of stuff was not hurt in the
least.' He would not lose a cent or have
any trouble with the railroad. Of course
his talk was a mystery to me. I was
prepared to see two carloads of tine
horses, but Davis surprised me. He
pointed out two carloads of turkeys and
chickens.
'D ey belong to you?' I asked, in
surprise.
'Sure. and they are the best ship-
ment of the year. You remember the
twenty-three hundred dollar roll I hvi
when I laelt saw you? Well, there it-is.'
" 'Davis,' I ventured, emboldened to
the point of welieving my curiosity.
'what do you do for a living?'
—Whw...don't you fellows in the
'Thirty Club' know that? I am the
buyer for the largest poultry firm In
Chicago. All that stuff goes to South
Water street to supply Chicago's Christ-
mas and New Year's dinners. If you are
going bAck now, tell the boys I will be
with them Saturday night.'"
Saturday night Davis arrived. The
hearty reception accorded him was as.
Mauch a mystery to him as Was his call-
ing to the 'Ilitrty Club."—Chicago
Reco.rd-Herald. ,
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PRACTICAL SURVEYOR
County Work a Specialty.
Old 'Phone 62o-3. Tyler, Ky
K HENDRICK,
I G MILLER
WM. MARBI.r
Hendrick, Miller
ab, Marble
LAWYERS.
Practice in all the courts of th.
state. Both phones 3r.
Rooms r, 2, 3 and 4, Register Build.
ng 523 1-1 Broadway.
C. MANNING SEARS, 11.0.
Office 1707 Meyers St,
Telephone 377.
E. H. PURYEAR,
Atturney-at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6, Regis:er
423 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
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;PECIALTIES:
Abstraeting of Titles
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Real Estate Law.
ti. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE aro BROADWAY
rELEPHONES:
Residence, 296; Office, 355.
Excursion Rates on
The Rive'
Round Trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, Continuous Passage, 400;
Calirrillied Ticket Ss.00, meals an.I
eerth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
if five or over, Soso each, without
meals -As oc. with meals.
Good musk on all the boats.. For
rurther particulars see
S. A. FOWLER. Gen, Pass. Agent
ar GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass.
agent. Phone 33,
f. e. Flournoy Cecil Pee '
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS
Rooms ro. :: and r2. Columbia Bldg.
?AL :ICA It KY,
Al.,13F.14 W. BARIE—LEY!
Attorney at Law.
Room No. 5. Paducah
Columbia Bldg. Kentucky
Old Phone rm.
OLIVER. OLIVER & McGREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear Banic
nutshell County; Paducah, Ky.
Room Ira. Fraternity Building.
New Phone Ira Old Phone 484A
•
R. T. LIGHTFOOT
Lawyer.
Will Practice in all Courts 
of Ken
tucky.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS
(Homeopathist)
Office 306 Broadway—Phone 120
RcSideince fito Broadway.
Phone 149.
ice on Sunday was prohibited 
to Bos-
tonians, remarks the Detroit 
Free
Press, we thought they never 
needed
ice.
Somehow the average man doesn't
feel called upoa to worry 
over the
loss -of his neigoltber's money. 
.
REXAL REMEDIES REXAL 
I WANTS BUILDING
1SEASONABLE ER I INSPECTOR HERE
x REXAL X
A R.EMEDIES A
L 4AYGR YEISERCS SUGGESTION
ADOPTED BY COUNCIL
LAST NIGHT
R Cherry Juice Cough R
Syrup
Bronicals
E Slippery Elm Lozenges E
D Tickle Stopper D
Cold Cure
E Grippe Cure E
Gurgle
R MONEY BACK IF R
E IT IS NOT E
X SATISFACTOR.Yc X
A A
L IWPHERSON'S
We R.exal Store
REXAL REMEDIES REXAL
0111***f•istett***************
• 
•
• PERSONAL MENTION. I
•
itimbita tessera emtmecets
'Miss Nellie Schwab returns 1n a
tee. ds n ys front Toledo, Ohio, heres
:
• l
ale has been visiting Rev. and Mrs. 
iVjni. Alexander.•
Mr. Guy E. Tripp of Boston has
returned home after sanding several
days with Mr. john S. Bleecker.
r. Claude Baker of Greenville ar-'
rived sesterday to remain some days
for medical treatment.
Mr Max Wollf, the uhiskey drum-
mer. went to Georgia last night.
Mrs. C. Hintz has gone to Union
City. Tenn., for a visit.
%fr. Luther Carson is in Memphis
on business.
Miss Jewell Gott has returned from
'siting Mist. Ella Browder of May-
field.
Miss l'otyrtle Finley of Lone Oak
is risking her uncle Mr. W. B. Wal-
ters.
Wr. James Scott. of Ogilvie's. ha,
segarned from Hot Springs. Ark.
CONCRETE PAVEMENTS
FOR CITY HOSPITAL
CITY SOLICITOR WILL GET 35
PER CENT OF BACK TAX
COLLECTIONS.
Question is Taken up of City Acquir-
ing More Room at Rivet Front
for Public Wharf Purposes.
The .office of "building inspector"
is to be -created by the city Jegislative
ossa!ds at suggestion of Mayor Yeiser,
who informed the council last evening
ilia! he thought 'it necessary for the
enteiciwality to keep employed co-u-
stantly an inspector whose duties are
to examine new structures going up,
and sec that they were properly built.
His idea was concurred in by the or-
dinance committee being directed to
bring in a measure creating this of-
fice. The suggestion of the mayor
came along with a report he read of
City Electrician McPherson. wherein
the latter stated that the buildings
at tottoo8 Broadway and Ito Soutli
-Second were in a very dangerous eon-
/nil/1i and should be torn down.
This report was referred to the city
solicitor for legal advice along the
linci
Councilmen Herzog and °Shelton
-.sets. the absentee's from last night's
se •-ion. leaving preaeet Lindsay, 1)u-
i. Williamson. Flournoy,Van Meter,
Lackey, Crandall. Forentan, aleyera
and Vs'ilson.
11ie Kentucky Realty company
asked the council to adopt ordinance'
providing for grading and graveling
pablic streets running throughout
'realty concern's property near the
union depot. The necessary ordi-
nances were _ordered drafted and
brought in
MERcHANTs will An 
.
ordinance was ordered brought
1
tiiil protthidi‘ngide.foor f coFnocurretthe 
from 
avement;
to Trimble street.
The city treasurer's report showed
$22.86t.36 in the public teeasury Jan-
wry 1, while $34463.72 was collected
luring last month. $0,hoo.4.: spent.
Is as mg February 1. a balance oi
$43.634 36-
Bills and pay rolls amounting to
$1.647.3o were allowed.
Second adoption was given the
law prohibiting hawkers and huck-
sters from selling their wares in that
portion of the business territory
bounded by First. Sixth. Washing-
ton and Jefferson streets. The rner-
shunts protest against this ros'ing
dais of dealers because they disrupt
busineas.
First and second passage was given
an ordinance raising fltnn ten to
twenty-five per cent the compensa-
tion tb be paid the ciy solicitor for
collecting back taxes due the city.
He will now get twenty-five per cent
of the sum he collects.
Chief of Police Collins reported he
had collected $383.80 lines and costa
from the police court during January.
Oi this sum $183.30 has been replev.
hied, and $107.30 left on hand for col-
I c etion.
Captain James Knger had Mayor
Yeiaer to present to the council a
en( ument signed by a large number
of business men, florins/ that the city
bay or 'Condemn the Illindis Central
pseperty lying betweeh First street
sin/ the pubkc wharf beside the Ar-
tsiour plant. The business men -say
it is needed for public wharf purposes
on account of the old wharf becom-
ing too small each slay the city grow:
larger. The matter was referred to
the street committee to look into.
The board of public works was
given power to incur whatever ex-
pense is necessary to put Isnneteenth
Street in such -condition that it will
be passable from 'Broadway to Guth-
CONDUCT SMOKER
INVITATION EXTENDED TO
A' L RETAILERS TO
JOIN TODAY.
' The Association Now Consists of
Forty Leading Business Men
if This Class.
The Retail Merchants' Association
will tomorrow evening have a big
meeting at their headquarters, and
Lave ited every retailer in this city
to be present and meet with them.
'The gathering willbc in the nature of
a smoker and business . social and
quite an entertaining meeting.
The body is now comprised of about
Cony of the leading retailers of this
• fiats; the aseiociation every man con-
iitely and they are desirous of getting
(Ending business upon the retail scale.
'MA members beieve the organization
is the most successful and beneficial
they ever had. and they are anxious
Irate tHk non-affiliates present in
creer to fully expliin to the latter
wherein they are not receiving cer-
tali benefits which would accrue to
'diem by joining the body.
• 'Much good work for -the merchants
sha!, resulted from the association.
-which was started several years ago,
• and every month new menrbers have
been added to the roll.
We must not care for the length of
life. but for a life sufficient for our
. seettree Life is long if it is full; but
it is fun when the soul bath com-
pleted its development and bath
shown all its latent powers.—Seneca. tic avenne. • The car comPany has dug 
much for every foot of ground they
fiu .watteri of conscience, firstfup the street so as to lay the track own' 
Judgt Puryear is not to charge
and tics for its new division that will 
more than $250 for the work.
sun down that way. The rains and 
The board adjourned, after passing
snows have left the thoroughfare so 
on the saloon licenses, as mentioned
muddy the rseidents of that section 
ia another column.
can hardly find a good place to walk.
•
The board of health was directed
look into the objectionable act on
ran of garbage Collectors of dump-
ing the refuse in the Dogtown hol-
I W on account of It making the
us ighborhood -unhealthy. Several
cases of ,acarlet fever have developed
down that way.
The council confirmed the alder-
manic action of empowering the city
solicitor to Clic the ex parte suit in
the circuit court- to test the thirty
ILLINOIS CENTRAL LOST
$25,000 AT CHUTE FIRE
THE BLAZE CAUSED SUSPENSION OF TRAFFIC ON THE MEM-
PHIS DIVISION FOR THE TridE BEING—MANY TONS OF
FUEL, FIVE LOADED CAR S, A FINE CHUTE AND NUMER-
OUS BINS WENT UP IN T HE FIRE WHICH BURNED FOR
MANY HOURS SUNDAY NI GHT, STARTING SHORTLY
AFTER 8 O'CLOCK—NEW CHUTE WILL BE BUILT RIGHT
AWAY DOWN ABOUT TEN NESSEE S'T'REET.
The Illinois Central railroad suf-
fered a loss of about $25.000 Sunday
right, when tire destroyed the "coal
chute' trestle, fuel and live loaded
cors out in what is known as the
"south yards," which are just around
the "Y" leading opposite the union
depot, going towards Memphis. Al-
ready the road officials arc preparing
for a new chute to be constructed in
theyards about the end of Tennessee
street. This gen' chute had been
under consideration for the past year
and now that the old one-hurtled it
is a certainty.
Nothing could be done to save the
chute, which was enveloped in flames
from the outset, the fire starting about
8:30 o'clock in the little frame house
on the ground beneath the trestle.
and which small structure the .coal
hands used to keep their clothing and
tools while at work. One of the ne-
groes discovered the blaze, which
originated in the small heating stove
in the house and a general alarm was
turned iii for all the lire departments.
which quickly responded, but as there
are no earth roadways leading down
to the chute the fire fighting appa-
ratus could not get through the
woods and commons, the latter being
muddy and several of the truck.% and
wagons mired up while trying to get
over. Seeing he could not reach the
burning mass. Chief Wood had the
tire engine brought out to Tennessee
street, %here it was put on a flat car
and rushed down the tracks to the
chute. The engine theu pumped onto
the tire water front a pond nearby
and did much towards saying about
$5,0oo worth of coal, trackage and
trestle.
There was about soo tons of coal in
the chute bins, out of which fuel is
furnished every engine in the service.
Five loaded cars were on the over-
head trestle up which they are run to
drop coal into the bins below, from
whence the .engine supplies eotne.
The cars, fuel, trestIe.and trackage
damage amounts to about $.m000.
The telepgraph wires used by the
company in dispatching trains were
burned in twain by the fire and much
inconvenience ustained in this re-
spect. As the chute is beside the
main line no freight or passenger
trains could pass on account of the
heat until the tire was extinguished,
and this delayed traffic many hours,
as the blaze was not completely put
out until about midnight. The heat
of the fire also burned the cross-ties
underneath the main line and twisted
the tracks so badly that new ones had
to be put down.
The fire was visible for ten miles
dow 'tin the county and attracted
thousands of people. The water
works mains do not run out that far,
therefore the tire departments would
have been of no assistance if they
could hare reached the bins.
As the fire made the fuel supply
short, freight trains are now rtishing
here from other points with tons of
coal for use until the. new chute is
constructed. The latter will be com-
menced as soon a-s the material can
be secured.
CAPTAINN JACK GRAMMAR
'MANGE MAN
ROASTED ALIVE
JAMES DOYLE MET SAD FATE
IN MAYFIELD HOTEL
SUNDAY
Coud Not Esc-'9e .From Burning
Building Where He Met a Hor-
rible Death
i + 44 + + f + 44 44 sn + • 44 • *4. ei
4; •t
o
; POPULAR WANT& • 1
S • • • 41 • • • • • • • 'V • IP
FURNISHED -ROOMS with first
slit-- board, 533 alailissai St., cor 6111
SALESMAN, WANTED—For West
ern Kentucky. Exclusive line and
territory, Call. W. S. Birdsall, Craig
1 hotel, 7 to 9 a. ne; 7 to 10 p. 
tu.
•--- —
FOR RENT-5 room cottage
house with bath hnd sewerage con-
nection 423 Adams street. Apply to
1 302 North Seve
nth street 'Phone 1.325.risli
WANTED—White woman to look i
Sunday night fire destroyed the after children and assist in 
general
"Parker llonse" in Mayfield. and yeti- h
ouse keping—good wages. Reference
alba
terday morning about o'clock, after 
required. Old 'Phone .
the flames died out, the charred re-
mains of a man %sere discovered
among the timber. -mid embers. Hie
name is Doyle, but nothing is known
of him, except that Sunday evening
he came to the Parker House for a
night's lodging and said he was from
Indiana, but on rie way to the home
of his brother-in-law, Mr. Sufivan,
of Graves county. The portion of the
corpse remaining is now being held
ati Saf f 
°Id's undertaking establishment
tlt re.
Sunday evening Ms. J. C. Parke-
and his clerk went up into town at
Mayfie4 while his mother-in-lass.
Mrs. Poore went to church,
leasing 'ilarker and Albert Bross ii
•11 the house, both being guests. At
7:30 o'clock John Woods was going
by the place and discosered it afire.
He broke in the door, but could not
enter on account of the smoke and
flames. Th, department was sum-
moned but the flame bad destroyed
the building and contents before any-
thing could be done.
Brown /toped from the second
story window in escaping and had h.
skull fractured and one eye klIOCked
Odt
The body of Doyle was found with
legs and arms burned off. Ile has
a depression in the skull and some-
thing risk% looks. like a hole on his'
(Heat It is bellevcd thvbeoccurreil
In falling through the Infilding. It
slso thought that in his intoxicated
DIED AT CHICAGO YESTERDAYt condition be oierturned a lamp and; the building eras destrencil. The loss
about to.cono
The lirt.ther -in-law Soil:o an that
Doyle spoke of cannot be located
out in Graves county. The dead manINTIMATELY KNOWN Tb ALL
WITH WHOM HE WAS RE
CONNECTED WITH THE EV
PACKETS—PASSED AWAY A
IN WINDY CITY—WAS VICE
YORK CENTRAL RAILROAD
ROAD OFFICIALS IN THE
Ti-c nica aage received last night
ly Captain .Stunders A. Fowler, an -
',among the death at Chicago of
Captain C. Jack Grammar. will bring
sadness to the hearts e.1 hundreds of
Paducah people who were warm
friends of the deceased, and hail with
mech pride watched the wonderful
rise of this capable man an the steam-
boat and railroad world. The de-
r
es:abed passed away. at 3:13 o'clock
yesterday afternoon in the Presbyter-
ian hospital, of Chicago where he was
operated on. At first it was thought
he would recover, but the malady as-
sented a precarious form and lie quiet-
ly passed away yesterday. The Ines--
sage to Mr. Fowler, who was awarm
friend of the deceased, announced
that the hotly would be brought to
Evansville and buried Thursday. Mr.
Fowler will probably attend the fun-
eral.
Starting in a minor capacity on the
Evansville-Paducah and Cairo line of
st?arnboats many years ago, he ran
between Evansville and this city, be-
ing closely allied In a business capac-
ity with the members of Mr. Fowler's
family which controls the line of
boats. Quitting service as captain,
Mr. Grammar went as general freight
agent of the Evansville and Terre
Haute railroad, which system finally
sdected him as president, while he
WHICH WAS
FIRST?
THE HEN OR THE EGG
THINK IT OVER
IF YOU WISH TO KNOW
RING 1et3 OR CALL AT 428
BROADWAY AND WE WILL
EXPLAIN ALL ABOUT THE
NECESSITY OF EXPERT DE.
SIGNS, ARTISTIC, ATTRAC-
TIVE, UP-TO-DATE PIC-
TURE FRAMING. WALL PA-I 
bill. Judge Reed yesterdayl
the bill was valid.
PERING AND DECORATING. City Engineer Washington was
LARGEST -ASSORTMENT IN lauthorized to contract with judge
tTIE CITY. Pileyear, 
whereby the latter is to fur-
I lush the engineer with descriptions
SANDERSON oh showing how much property is own.tdby. each party inside the sanitary
'average district N. 2, that now
bring laid. The engineer neetK theseCOMPANY
PADUCAH BUSINESS MEN
GULARLY ASSOCIATED WHILE
ANSVILLE AND PADUCAH
T PRESBYTERIAN HOSPITAL
-PRESIDENT OF THE NEW
—ONE OF GREATEST RAIL-
WORLD
s'o- occupied a siiiiilar pootionbr
the Evansville and Indianapolis ars
tem. Later he became Wee-president
o: the C. 0. & S. W • then after -
nerds general freight and traffic
manager of the lake Shore and Mich-
igan Southern. where -he remained
until 006. when all the Vanderbilt
lines merged into what is known as
the New York Central. Mr. Gram-
mar's ability attracted the attentioe
4,1 the magnates and they made him
suet-president and general traffic
manager of the merged system Whei•
Ssuyvesant Fish was deposed as press
dent of the Illinois Central railroad
last year by the Harriman interests.
the latter had their eyes on Mr.
Grammar as the possibility for ths
new president. but finally decided to
promote Vice-President liarahan
wl:o now occupies the chief executive
chair
Mr. Grammar was intimate'y known
to - hundreds of Padueahans with
whom he was constantly brought in
contact during his regular trips here
on the Evansville boats. He was a
fine man, and, possessed vntimal ex-
ecutive and business abilty, as eel-
nerved by the ultra-important posit-
ion:- to which he arose steadily.
Thirty-three years ago he marrSeel
a daughter of Mr. W. F. Nesbit, the
wealthy Evansville steamboatman,
aini his widow and three sons survive.
descriptions so he will know how
mach property each party owns when ,
be begins making out the bills against
every land owner, showing each their
portion of the constructive cost.
The property owners 'are taxed so
POINTED PARAGRAPHS.
.111.1••••
It takes a stnart woman to look
pretty when she isn't.
Many a man has landed in jail by
taking things easy.
If you are ashamed of your calling.
hire a boy to call for you.
thoughts are best: in matter, oi pro
denee last thosights_ are best.—Re;
Robert Hall.
clammed to have been from Indiana
and that los broilier-iielaw us is a
t; tisl*t•r; buser,
11011,INESS MANAGER.
Car-tam- Poses* Flasch Captured the
Fiat .0like at Washington, D. C.
('avetio Joseph Flasch, engineer of
FOR SALE—Drug store, stock and
',how cases at a bargain. Apply at
the Register.
For up-to-date cleaning and press-
ing garments go to Solomon the Tail-
or, 113 South Third St. Two 'phones
— —
FOR RENT—New brick house
2311 Jeffe.pankr-r6.desirable rooms and
very desirable place, by month or
year. Apply J. B. HALL
‘NAHITTEMORE REAL ESTATE
AGENCY Fraternity building.
s. •
FOR RENT--glegant eats. Sev
enth and Broadway. Apply to B.
Scott.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARbLY—•
Able-bodied unmarried men berms
ages of at and 3,s; citizens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information)
apply to Recruiting Officer, New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
Expert Accountant
Will post, examine, systematize and
audit books by the day, week or dm,
job. Terms reaionahle.
JOHN D. SMITH, JR , 118 Pro
ternity bUleire,
the fury boat Betty Owwn, has re-
tlirned Rom Washington, 1). C„.
where he attended the convention of
the National Marine Engineers' A.-
.4x-union last week. 1VItalc there be
was elected s ice-president and busk-
ne.s manager for the subordinate as-
sociations in this part of the country.
The 314•11' position pays about ST.-
:40 per scar. and as as 'his com-
mission arrive• he nin gis. tip the
engineerehip on the ferry boat His
new duties consist of traveling from
I); t--i! to New 4 /dean; and instruct-
:us the association- in degree work,
..ed is sirtnally the travehtut business
:lead lir the engin; in central
Unite& States
 .41111.1•1111!_te---willin
A 
Removal Sale!
BY MISS A A. BALSLEY ON ACCOUNT OF MY RE-
MOVAL FROM MY PRESENT QUARTERS. 34 BROADWAY.
WHITE & KIRKS. 7 WILL CLOSE OUT MY ENTIRE
STOCK OF MILLINEARY. MILINERY NOTIONS, FAN
CY
GOODS, ETC., WITHIN THE NEXT THIRTY DAYS 
AT
GREAT SACRIFICES, SALE COMMENCES MOND
AY
MORNING, FEBRUARY 4TH. COST PRICES NO CONSID-
ERATION. NEW LOCATION WILL BE ANNOUNCED
LATER.
Mrs. A. A. Balsley
 . 11110111•••••110^ 
SCHOOL BOOKS
AND SCHOOL SUPPLIES
We have every thing needed by the scholars for the second
term. On a number of iterns we can save you money.
Come early, you might not get what you need if you wait
to long.
D. E. Wilson'El' Book INMusic Man
At. Harbour's Department. Store
FOR THE BEST COAL ON THE M
PHONE 264
GENUINE
MADEWATER COAL
MET
REAL
PITTSBURG
et' Kentucky Coal Co.
INCORPORATED
Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio
ler
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